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 Groups of diffeomorphisms and the
 motion of an incompressible fluid*

 By DAVID G. EBIN and JERROLD MARSDEN
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 1. Introduction

 In this paper we are concerned with the manifold structure of certain

 groups of diffeomorphisms, and with the use of this structure to obtain sharp
 existence and uniqueness theorems for the classical equations for an incom-

 pressible fluid (both viscous and non-viscous) on a compact Co- riemannian,

 oriented n-manifold M, possibly with boundary.' We summarize the results

 concerning these classical equations in ? 15.

 The essence of the method is to tranfer the problem from the classical

 equations to a problem of finding geodesics on the group of all volume pre-
 serving diffeomorphisms, to which the methods of global analysis and infinite

 dimensional geometry can be applied.

 Some of our results on the diffeomorphism group sharpen and extend

 results of Omori [26] and Ebin [10]. For instance, Omori proved that the group

 * The main results of this paper are announced in Bull. Amer. Math. Soc. 75 (1969) 962.
 l Non-homogeneous and compressible fluids are discussed in a forthcoming paper.
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 GROUPS OF DIFFEOMORPHISMS 103

 (under composition) of all (orientation preserving) Co diffeomorphisms 9D of a

 compact manifold is homeomorphic to 9y x 'O where 9s is the group of volume

 preserving diffeomorphisms (pa being a given volume element on M) and 'O is
 the set of all volumes v > 0 with 52 Ve. Thus as 'O is contractible, @, is a
 deformation retract of ID. Using simpler methods, we sharpen this homeomor-

 phism to a diffeomorphism as well as extending the result to the boundary

 case (Theorems 5.1 and 8.6).

 The fact that 9d is an ILH Lie group (in the terminology of Omori) was

 first proven by Ebin [10] for manifolds without boundary. We extend this to

 the boundary case as well as treating groups of symplectic diffeomorphisms

 (Theorems 4.3 and 8.1-8.4).

 The importance of the group G1l lies in the fact that it is the appropriate

 configuration space for the hydrodynamics of an incompressible fluid. This

 important remark was first made by Arnold [3] who also presented the basic

 calculations (see Marsden-Abraham [22] for a more precise treatment of part

 of Arnold's work). As we shall show, the Lie algebra of 0f, Tef,9 (tangent

 space at the identity e e 9), consists of the (Coo) divergence free vector fields
 on M [tangent to AM if M has boundary].

 The connection between 9f, and hydrodynamics is the following. The

 actual motion of a perfect incompressible fluid is a geodesic curve )2, E o), with
 respect to the right invariant metric on iffy which at e E 9f, is given by

 (X, Y) - 1\<X(m), Y(m)>m f(m)

 where X, Y E Teip,, <, >m is the metric on TmM, and pa is the volume element
 on M induced by the metric. This metric obtained on ?D,, is right, but is not

 left invariant. The connection associated with this metric is computed in

 theorems 9.10 and 10.2 while the associated spray (the vector field generating

 the geodesic flow on TIDE) is computed in 11.1. One should not confuse

 geodesics with one parameter subgroups. Indeed, a one parameter subgroup

 of a diffeomorphismn group is obviously just the flow of a vector field on M.

 To obtain our results it is necessary to enlage 9D to a Hilbert manifold 9D8,

 the diffeomorphisms of Sobolev class Hs. This is a topological group if

 s > (n/2) + 1 (Ebin [10]). One can also use the Holder spaces Ck+t, k > 1,

 o < a < 1 as we remark in ? 12.

 Although 9)s is not a Lie group (right multiplication is smooth, but left

 multiplication is not), we prove in Theorems 3.1, 6.3, and 8.5 that 9s does have

 an exponential map in the usual sense of Lie groups. This amounts to prov-

 ing that an Hs vector field on M (tangent to AM if M has boundary) has an H'
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 104 EBIN AND MARSDEN

 flow. However the associated exponential map cannot be C' because it does

 not cover a neighborhood of the identity; that is, a diffeomorphism near the

 identity need not be embeddable in a flow, (see Kopell [17] for instance).

 The relationship between geodesics on ?D, (or ?D08) and the classical equa-
 tions is the following. Let Yt e go be a geodesic with respect to the right

 invariant metric (,) described above. Let v, = (d/dt)rY be the velocity, and let

 Ut= Vt o yt

 so ut will be a vector field on M [tangent to AM].
 Then (as we will show), ut is a solution to the classical Euler equations

 for a perfect fluid, which are

 (at + Vatut = grad pt
 at

 (E) div ut = 0

 ut tangent to AM

 ut given at t = 0

 where the pressure - pt: M -- R is also to be determined, and V is the covariant

 derivative. We shall also consider the equations with forces f as well.'

 Thus if one can find geodesics on ?D, or 0-9, then one solves the above ex-
 istence and uniqueness problem. We shall explain how we do this below.

 The non-linear nature of the Euler equations (E) has been particularly

 burdensome when classical methods are used, and the results by these methods

 have been only partially successful. For two dimensions however one has ex-

 istence and uniqueness of solutions for all time see Wolibner [32] and Kato [16].

 Our results do sharpen the results even in this case (for instance if the initial

 data is H's, C"+'t or C" on int (M) so is the solution for all t) as we shall ex-

 plain. In three dimensions solutions have been shown to exist for short time

 in some special cases (Lichtenstein [21] and Gyunter, ref. 97, 98 in [18]). One
 of the main results of the present paper is existence and uniqueness of solu-

 tions, for short time, with sharp differentiability and regularity results for

 the equations (E), on any compact manifold M, possibly with boundary.

 The surprising fact about the methods we employ, which is special to the

 form of the equations, is that the associated spray S: T0D - TPOO, for
 geodesics on ?Pd is a smooth map and in particular, no derivative loss occurs.

 (Hence existence of solutions reduces to the well known existence theorem for

 vector fields on Banach manifolds; see Lang [19]). Of course, the equations
 themselves do lose derivatives (if ut is H8, VUtut is only H8-1). The basic

 reason for this is that when ut = ot ? 7t 1 is differentiated in t, vt must be differ-
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 GROUPS OF DIFFEOMORPHISMS 105

 entiated in the Ml variable, and this introduces a loss of derivatives. We shall

 explain this point more fully in ? 14, and its implications for the equations (E).

 It should be remarked that the major subtle point in smoothness of the spray

 S is related to the presence of the pressure term in the equations (E). The

 required technical proof is given in Appendix A.

 By making use of the above results, we are also able to solve the Navier-

 Stokes equations

 (NS) au, V2ut + Vuut = grad pt + f
 (NS) at At

 (div ut = 0

 (V2 being the laplacian) for manifolds without boundary and for short time.2

 Here v > 0. On T9u this equation does lose derivatives but this is overcome
 using the Trotter product formula (? 13 and Appendix B). We are also able to
 establish the important result that solutions exist for a time Z > 0 independent

 of v and solutions converge (in Hs) to solutions of the Euler equations (z = 0)
 as v - 0. Previously, solutions were known only for v not too small (Ladyz-
 henskaya [18]) and the limit v - 0 only for two dimensions (Golvokin [14] and
 McGrath [23]), for three dimensions in all space (Kato [unpublished] and H. Swann
 [thesis, Berkeley (1968)]), and in two dimensions for manifolds with boundary
 in a special case (Judovich [15]). Our methods work, as we have said, for
 s > (n/2) + 1, so the solutions are "genuine" (the equations are satisfied in the

 classical sense). The convergence of solutions as v- - 0 in the boundary case
 however is possible only when s = 0, for the boundary conditions for v > 0 are
 Vt = 0 on AM, while those for v = 0 are vt parallel to AM (as above), which are

 incompatible for s > 0. One can use the non-boundary solutions to solve the

 boundary case (z > 0) only in special, and uninteresting cases. These are,
 when M can be embedded in its double Mt in such a way that AM is totally
 geodesic and the initial velocity field u0, when extended by reflection to M_ lies
 in Hs (which usually does not happen).

 Thus the important problems which remain open are the following:

 ( i ) Existence of solutions for all time (see remarks in ?? 12, 15 where
 sufficient conditions are given).

 (ii) Existence of solutions for v > 0 and convergence as v 0 in H' in
 case AM / 0.

 Summarizing, our results concerning equations (E) and (NS) are
 ( i ) Existence, uniqueness, regularity and continuous dependence on ini-

 2 One could use manifolds with boundary if the laplacian were replaced by a term

 respecting the boundary conditions of equations (E); see ?13. The referee has suggested

 viscosity "vanishing at the boundary" may be possible. See also [18, p. 193 ff.], and the

 note at the end of this paper.
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 106 EBIN AND MARSDEN

 tial conditions for solutions of the Euler equations for general compact mani-

 folds (with boundary) for short time - L < t < zI.

 ( ii ) Existence, uniqueness, and continuous dependence on initial condi-

 tions for solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations on compact manifolds with-

 out boundary for short time 0 < t < a, - independent of v > 0.

 (iii) Strong convergence of solutions (and their derivatives) in (ii) to solu-

 tions of the Euler equations as v ) 0. More detailed statements are summa-

 rized in ? 15 along with some further results.

 During the preparation of this paper, many people were consulted and

 they offered much valuable information. We especially thank P. Chernoff,

 J. Dowling, T. Kato, I. Kupta, C. Morrey, R. Palais, C. Robinson, and A. Taub.

 2. Review of manifolds of mappings

 We now establish our notation and recall some results which will be used

 later. Specifically, we discuss differentiable structures for spaces of maps from

 one manifold to another, the most important of which is the group of diffeo-

 morphisms of a manifold. Our sources, where all the proofs may be found,

 are Lang [19], Palais [27, 28] and Ebin [10].

 Let M be a compact (C-) oriented manifold possibly with (C-) boundary,

 and let r: E n M be a vector bundle over M. For s > 0 an integer, we get a

 Hilbert space H8(E) of sections of E, defined as all sections of E whose (dis-

 tributional) derivatives up to order s are square integrable (in charts). Equiv-

 alently it is the completion of the space C (E) of smooth sections of E in a

 norm involving the integral of squares of all derivatives up to order s [27, Ch.

 IV, IX]. Let Ck(E) denote the space of sections of E of class Ck. This is a

 Banach space under a norm which induces the topology of uniform conver-

 gence of all derivatives of order < k. Also, Ck(E) is the completion of C -(E)

 under this norm.

 The Sobolev embedding theorem states that if k > 0 and s > (n/2) + k,

 then H8(E) c C k(E) and the inclusion is continuous, where n is the dimension

 of M. Clearly we also have Ck(E) c Hk(E).

 If s > n/2, it makes sense to talk about an Hs map from one manifold to

 another. One checks, using local coordinates, whether the derivatives of order

 <s are square integrable, and this check can be done for any system of charts

 covering the manifolds. In fact, let M be a compact manifold, possibly with

 boundary and N a compact manifold without boundary. Then the space

 H8(M, N) of all Ho maps r2: M - N is a Hilbert manifold. More generally one
 can form the Hilbert manifold H8(F), where F is any fiber bundle over M, the

 above being the case F = M x N. One similarly has Banach manifolds
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 GROUPS OF DIFFEOMORPHISMS 107

 Ck(M, N) and Ck(F). Also if s > (n/2) + k, we have Hs(M, N) C Ck(M, N)
 a dense continuous inclusion (similarly for H'(F) c Ck(F)).

 Given any riemannian metric on N and its associated exponential map

 exp: TN N (exp is defined on all of TN as N is compact without boundary),

 there is a natural way to construct charts for Hs(M, N) as follows. Let

 f C Hs(M, N). Then we can form the Hilbert space

 TfHs(M, N) - {g e Hs(M, TN) I wr o g = f}

 where r: TN N is the canonical projection. Thus THs(M, N)

 HS(M, TN) = U TfHS(M, N) a union of linear spaces. Define

 ((exp: TfHs(M, N) - HS(M, N) by g F-- expog. This is a chart on some neigh-
 borhood of zero in TfHs(M, N) to a neighborhood of f e Hs(M, N). The same

 construction works for Ck(M, N) and a slight refinement of it works for Hs(F)

 and Ck(F) (Palais [27], Eells [12]). The above defines a manifold structure and

 that structure does not depend on the metric chosen.

 Let h: N -N' be smooth. Then the map nh: Hs(M, N) - Hs(M, N')

 defined by f --h of is a Co- mapping. Further Cvh: Ck(M, N) - Ck(M, N') is C"
 and if h is Ck+l, then (oh is of class C' (1 > 0). More generally if F, G are fiber

 bundles over M and h: F -OG is a C" bundle map, (Oh: Hs(F) > Hs(G), a F-> h o (
 is Co- and if h is CkL , then again ah is of class Cl (1 > 0). The derivative of

 C(Oh is 6Th with the obvious identifications, and where Th: TN TN' is the
 derivative of h.

 In the Ck case one can also apply composition on the right as follows. Let

 h:M M' beCk. Then (Xh: Ck(M', N) 0 Ck(M, N) defined by f -f oh is a C"
 map, with derivative ah. This however is not true in the Hs case for it is not
 always true that the composition of Hs maps is again Hs. Rather one must

 compose with diffeomorphisms as is explained below.

 Now let M be compact without boundary. The set C'V of C' diffeomor-

 phisms of M is open in C'(M, M) and is a topological group. For s > (n/2) + 1,

 let ?Ds - H'(M, M) nC Clu. Then Jis c Hs(M, M) is open, is a topological group and

 t9- S {ry e Hs(M, M) I rY is bijective and 7'-1 e Hs(M, M)}, [10, ? 3]

 As in the Ck case, right multiplication

 is C"- for each 2 e 0D' and if 2 (c +1,

 L, s-> CO o

 is of class Ct. Thus TR,: X XXo ) and TL,: XF- TroX.
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 108 EBIN AND MARSDEN

 More generally, composition Hs x D- Hs is continuous, while

 Hs+l x 08 LS is a Cl map. For g e 9iD, ag: h F-hog is Co from Hs to H8
 with derivative ag and for h e HS+t, (Oh: g -*h o g is of class Cl (O < 1 < cx) with
 derivative (Oth. The key condition for h o g to be an Hs map is that g be a local

 isomorphism; i.e., Tg(m) = Tmg should be bijective at each point. These
 results on the maps co and a are referred to as the omega lemma and the a-

 lemma (first studied for the Ck case by Smale and Abraham as initiated by

 Eells [12]).

 The inverse map ( Al 7y for ?IY is continuous. It is of class C It when con-
 sidered a map from 9DS)+ to ?Ps and if 72(t) is a C' curve in 0D+l, 1 > 1, then

 d 7(t)-= T(((t)-') ?f d 77(t)} a 7(t)-' e T'(t)-19s
 dt 1.dt

 .(which follows by differentiating r(t) o ((t)-` = e _ identity).

 Since ?3 c Hs(M, M) is open, T4s is the space of all Hs vector fields on
 M;

 T 9s = Hs(TM)

 Since right multiplication is smooth, we can talk about right invariant

 vector fields on 0-s. Since, for Xe H,+t(TM) = Te9Sl+, a5 h-* X o) is a Cl map
 from Ais to TEDs (1 > 0), the space of right invariant Cl vector fields on Os is

 isomorphic (by evaluation at e e 0D8) to H8+'( TM) (one sees that if X@2) =X

 is Cl then X must be Ho ). Let 1 > 1 and for X, Y e H-+1(TM) let X, Y be

 the corresponding right invariant vector fields on 08* Then

 [X, Y]e = [X, Y].

 PROOF. Recall that [X, Y] is the principal part of TY .X - TX. Y

 (Lang [19, p. 80]). However, TY(7) = TY o(I, by the above, so that [X, YJ,
 is the principal part of

 ( TY X- TX. Y)e TY.X- TX.Y q.e.d.

 In ? 3 we will show that the flow of Xe Hs+l(TM) is a Cl-l curve in

 0LS (1 > 0) so that one can also use the flow definition of the bracket to estab-
 lish this result.

 Omori [26] defined a differentiable structure for D, the group of Co dif-
 feomorphisms of M by expressing the Co topology as the limit of the topolo-

 gies of S8
 S - lns>,12

 Then S is called an ILH (inverse limit Hilbert) Lie group. If one is using the
 Ck spaces or the Holder spaces one would deal with ILB (inverse limit Banach)

 Lie groups. Generally for ILH or ILB manifolds A and B, where
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 A =nfA and B = nfB
 a map f: A B is Ck if and only if for all s there is a j(s) so that f has a Ck

 extension fs: Ai' Bs. Thus on 9D, composition and inversion are smooth, so
 it is in that sense a Lie group, with Lie algebra

 TeD = H-(TM) = C(TM) .

 Thus the eight Lie algebra of 9D is the usual bracket of vector fields.

 An ILH Lie subgroup 9 of 9D is an ILH manifold 9 = nf8 such that 98 is
 a group (Omori does not require this, but it is a natural condition) and 99 c 9B

 is a submanifold. Thus group multiplication on 9 has the same smoothness

 properties as on 9D and Te,8 C HS(TM) is a closed subspace and Te, is a Lie
 subalgebra of TeED.

 In contrast to Lie groups, it need not happen that a closed Lie sub-

 algebra <Q TeED arises from an ILH Lie subgroup. However we will prove that

 this is true in several important cases in ?? 4, 6, 8.

 For a compact manifold M, without boundary we have the Hodge decom-

 position: for s > 0, and Ak denoting the bundle of k forms over M,

 Hs(A k) - d(Hs+1(Ak1)) E a(Hs+'(Ak+)) e ker A

 (see Palais [28], Ebin [10] and Morrey [21]). The case s = 0 is perhaps best

 known, but the general case s > 0 follows from regularity of the laplacian

 [28, p. 177]. The decomposition may also be written

 HS(Ak) - (H8+2(Ak)) 0 ker A .

 Always 0 means orthogonality with respect to the H0 metric; (a,,S),=

 a A *,5 (one also has orthogonality in the Hs metric if one uses metric
 M

 (a, S). (), + ((d + 3)sa, (d + ?)sS)o) Also, as is well known, ker A is

 finite dimensional and may be identified with the kth-cohomology group of M.

 Now let M have boundary AM. We can embed M in a compact manifold

 M without boundary so that int (M) and AM are submanifolds and AM is the

 topological boundary of M. For example M could be the double of M. One

 can still form H8(M, M) as above and this is a smooth manifold (although

 H8(M, M) is not a manifold; it has infinite dimensional corners). We can form

 0s(M) the set of Hs maps 2r mapping M to M and with Hs inverses. That
 DS(M) is a smooth manifold is shown in ? 6. If A: M - M has an extension as
 an element of 0.8(M) then r e 9D8(M). (The converse is also true on the com-

 ponent of the identity as we shall prove in ? 6).

 Let wr: E n M be a vector bundle. Then we can form H8(E) and Hs(E),
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 110 EBIN AND MARSDEN

 the completions of C-(E), and the elements of C-(E) with support in int (M)

 respectively, in the usual H8 norm.

 Let wr: E m M now, so wr [M is a bundle over M, t denoting restriction.
 The Calderon extension theorem states that there is a continuous linear map

 T: HS(E t M) - H8(E) such that T(e) r M = d. (Palais [28, p. 170] and Morrey
 [24, p. 74]. Thus we can alternatively define (s > 0)

 H8(E r M) = H8(E) M.

 Analogous theorems exist for the Ck and H16lder spaces (Whitney extension

 theorem).

 Let N c M be a compact submanifold (possibly N = AM). Then restric-

 tion to N induces a continuous linear surjection of

 H8(E) - s H81I2(E N)

 for 1 = codimension of N and s > 1/2 (restriction theorem). In particular, it

 makes sense to restrict an H8 map to AM if s > 1 [28, p. 171].

 Note. For the rest of this paper, 0?8 will denote the orientation preserv-

 ing Hs diffeomorphisms (so the change of variables theorem \?2*f = for , an

 n form, holds). This no restriction as it is a subgroup of index 2.

 3. Integration of H8 vector fields

 We shall now show that, like a Lie group, Os has an exponential map

 which associates to every tangent vector at the identity, a one parameter sub-

 group of D8. Such a tangent vector is an HI vector field on M and the one

 parameter subgroup is its flow. The results is the following.

 THEOREM 3.1.3 Let M be a compact n-manifold without boundary,

 s > (n/2) + 2 and 0f8 the group of H8 diffeomorphisms.

 ( i ) If V is an Hs vector field on M, its flow 72t is a one parameter sub-
 group of D8.

 (ii) The curve t i-r2t is of class C'.

 (iii) The map Exp: TeD8 9 8 V -4 >, is continuous (but is not C1).

 This result is well known for the C k diffeomorphisms. Also, Exp: TeED

 is a Coo ILH mapping (Omori 126]). Our method is inspired by Robbin [29].

 LEMMA 3.2. Let V be an H8 vector field, s > (n/2) + 2 and, 1t the flow

 of V. Then 2t e 08-1 for short I t ? < s and t } Yfl is a C' curve in 0g-1

 8 It is proved in P. Chernoff and J. Marsden, On continusty and smoothness of group
 actions, Bull. Am. Math. Soc. (to appear) that a continuous one parameter subgroup of 0'
 is a C' curve in ?8-1.
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 PROOF. Since V is C1, it has a C1 flow )t defined for all t e R. Consider

 the Hilbert manifold Os`'(M) and its tangent bundle, elements of Hs-'(M, TM)
 which cover some 7 ED -'. Thus as V is Hs,

 (a): 08-1 _ T@s-

 71 ) V?7

 is a C1 map by the omega lemma. Thus Tov has a unique integral curve

 2t e Os+' with 0, = identity, and t a t e Hs-'(M, M) is C1, I t I < S. Thus as
 s > (n/2) + 2, rat is a C' diffeomorphism, and dr2t/dt = Vo 2t, so rt is the flow
 of V. q.e.d.

 We shall also need the fact that 2t Os-s depends continuously on
 V e H(TM). Indeed, the vector field mo depends continuously on V, so
 integral curves do as well, for t ? < s.

 Note. If one knew that C' vector fields on Os had integral curves, we
 would have 72t e O" in the above. However this is not the case; but we still get
 our result by the following procedure.

 LEMMA 3.3. Under the hypotheses of 3.2, '2t: Ma M is an H' map for
 small t (so rt e JDsfor t I s), and t a rt is C1 as a map from R to ED'.

 PROOF. Since V and 1t are of class C2, we have (d/dt)Dr2t = (DVo hi) .D'2t.
 Consider this as an equation

 d u(t) = Bt * u(t)

 in a space of Hs-' maps with u(O) = identity. Here Bt = D Vo at is a continuous
 linear operator on Hs-' and Hs-'. Thus there is a unique solution in Hs-'. But
 Dr2, is a solution in Hs-'. Hence D72t is in fact in Hs-' so 77t is Hs and the lemma
 follows. q.e.d.

 PROOF OF 3.1. ( i ) Let )t be the flow of V, so r), is a C2 map defined for all

 t e R. We want to show 2t E e)s for all t e R. By 3.2, 2t e Os if t is small. For
 general t, write for each integer n > 0,

 )t = (07tI)n = 2ti. ? at/n ? ... **?ta

 For n large, )7tl e ?s, and since O3 is a group, r-t e Es.
 ( ii ) By 3.3, t F-+t is C' for t small, -s < t ? s. To prove it is C1 at a

 general T e R, write )t = 't-r ? or which is a C1 curve as right multiplication

 is smooth. Since the pointwise derivative is Vo t we see that (d/dt), = Vo Cot.
 Note also that the curve is no more than C1 if V is only Hs.

 (iii) From our remark following 3.2 and the formula in the proof of 3.3,

 -we see that V F- )t is continuous for short time. It is also continuous for all
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 t by writing 72t -=i o 7 as above. It is not CI as was pointed out in the
 introduction. q.e.d.

 One can also integrate time dependent vector fields as follows.

 THEOREM 3.4. If V is an H8 time dependent vector field on M (that is,

 V: R - Hs(TM) is a continuous map) and s > (n/2) + 2, then the flow rt of
 V, with ry, = identity is a C' curve in Os (of course it is not a one parameter
 subgroup).

 PROOF. That rt is a C' curve in 9D. for I t I small follows as in 3.2, 3.3
 above. Assume { 1 t I<} < (-s and let Ct be the flow of W(t) = V(t + S).
 Then for some s>a>0, { I tI <23}c- s. Also, 't = o r' if t is near a,
 for it satisfies 2t - V(t) o '2, Therefore 72t e jS on a neighborhood of t = s.
 Thus 72t e OS for all t and is a C' curve, as before. q.e.d.

 One could, similarly have V depend continuously on other parameters as.

 well. The above results are generalized to manifolds with boundary in 6.3 and

 8.5. The following generalizes a well known result to the Hs-case.

 THEOREM 3.5. Let V be an Hs vector field on M, possibly time dependent,

 with flow rat e Is. Let a be an HI k-form on M. Then

 dt
 d(fc)= rt (LX~a)

 where d/dt is taken in Hs-', s > (n/2) + 2, and LA is the Lie derivative.

 PROOF. Since r7t is a C' curve in 0", it follows from the formula

 (at*a)(p) * (vj, . . ., V>) (a r2t(p)) * (DTrt * v,, . ., TY> *vk)
 that 7t a is a C' curve in Hs-'. Therefore as rt is a C' flow at least, the deriv--
 ative in H8-' is the same k-form as obtained by differentiating pointwise.

 But the pointwise result is standard (from the local formula for L,). q.e.d.
 Remarks. From the omega lemma we get that if V in 3.1 is Hs+l, the

 flow t o rt is a C'+1 curve in s.
 The above also shows that the flow of a Ck+a vector field is a C' curve in

 Ck+a, the group of Ck+a diffeomorphisms, k > 2, 0 < a < 1. However the case

 k = 1 is also true as is seen by an examination of the argument of 3.3.

 It is natural to guess that in the above, the condition s > n/2 + 2 can be

 replaced by s > n/2 + 1 in the Sobolev case, however the above proof does not

 show that.
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 4. Differentiable structures for the groups of volume

 preserving and symplectic diffeomorphisms

 In this section we show that the subgroups of Os which leave a volume

 element [respectively a symplectic form] invariant are closed submanifolds of

 Ts, s > (n/2) + 1. These results will be used in later sections.
 First we recall some results we shall need. Let co be a fixed smooth k-

 form. Define : ?Ds+l 4H2(Ak) by C l , *(co), where Ak Ak(M) is the bundle

 of k-forms over M. Then for s > n/2, iK. is a smooth map and

 T.*.<: Tj9Ds+1) - Hs(A k)

 is given by T%*,( V) =*(L1c0i), LV0,-i being the Lie derivative (see Ebin
 [10, Ths. 6.2, 6.3, and 8.13] or use 3.4).

 Now let co be a volume element or a symplectic 2-form, let

 9s+l = { O7Gs+iI7*(O) =4

 and let

 [kob. = co + dHs+l(AkI) C H8(Ak)

 (k = n or 2 according as co is a volume element or symplectic form respectively).
 The Hodge decomposition

 Hs(A ) = d(Hs+?(Ak-1)) 0 a(Hs+-(A k+1)) 0 ker A\

 implies that the cohomology class [)], is a closed affine subspace of Hs(Ak).

 Let $}3s+1 = { e Ds+' 1 *(wo) e [ofl}. Now the cohomology class of r,* (O)
 depends only on the homotopy class of 7: M - M and the homotopy class of
 C depends only on its component in Os+1. Thus Os+' consists of a collection of

 components of Ds+1 and so is an open submanifold of Ds+1. [In case co is a

 volume element as+1 = 9Ds+1, the (orientation preserving) Hs diffeomorphisms,

 because if *(cs) - = h + da, then h = 0 so by de Rham's theorem, h is
 _ ~~~~~~~M

 exact.

 LEMMA 4.1. The map *r,,: -*+1 [co]. is a submersion; that is, for each
 9 s+1, Tr, is a surjective linear map.

 PROOF. First note that the tangent space to [ao], at any point is
 d(H8+1(A k-1)). Then by the above formula for T*,,,,

 Tel*(X) = dixso + ixdco
 = dixo

 using the standard formula for Lx and the fact that dwo = 0. Here ixa = X I a
 is the usual inner product. Thus we need to show that
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 d(HS+1(A kl1)) - {dix w I X e H8+1(TM)}

 By non-degeneracy of wo, the map X t* i(wo of Hs+1(TM) H8 `(Akl) is an

 isomorphism. Thus TeAR, is surjective. That T,,V is surjective for any C7 E C8+
 follows because R,-, and (* are both isomorphisms. q.e.d.

 The main result is the following.

 THEOREM 4.2. Let M be compact without boundary and let Co be a volume

 element or a symplectic 2-form. Then for s > n/2,

 sl1 =2 { EPs+l I *((O)

 is a closed submanifold of 0S+1. It is also a subgroup, so it is a topological

 group and the group operations enjoy the same smoothness properties as those

 of ?I9+1. Therefore 0,,, is a closed ILH subgroup of D. Further, the Lie algebra
 of i,,, consists of the divergence free, respectively locally hamiltonian, vector
 fields on M.

 Note. A vector field X is divergence free if and only if LxGo = 0 in case

 GO is a volume element, and is locally hamiltonian if and only if LxC) = 0 if and

 only if locally X is a symplectic gradient, if co is a symplectic form [1, ? 16].

 PROOF OF 4.2. By 4.1, A -+1 [wJ]s is a smooth submersion. Since

 1ls+1

 so D-1-' is a submanifold of 9S+1. Since PT c ?I5T1 is open, the result follows,

 c.f. [19]. q.e.d.

 Note. It follows from this that Te,9(w is a Lie sub-algebra of T4xP-
 C-(TM), but one can check this directly from the formula

 L[XY] = LxLw - L1Lx~ .

 From the above, Os+' c Ds+' is closed and Ds+l c H8+1(M, M) is open from
 ? 2. We show in addition

 PROPOSITION 4.3. Assume M of 4.2 is connected4 and s > n/2. Then

 cs+1 C HS3+(M, M) is closed (and is a submanifold).

 PROOF. The map *Ir: Hs+'(M, M) HS(Ak); l r y*((@) is smooth [10].
 It suffices to prove that

 that is, Y)*(wo) = wo), Y e HS+l(M, M) implies C e G s+'.
 First take the case in which s) is a volume element. Then Y)*(w) = c)

 implies the jacobian of C relative to we is 1 and so C is a local diffeomorphism
 (C') and locally is volume preserving. Thus xi(M) is open. But as M is com-

 4 This is a standing assumption on the underlying manifolds M.
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 pact, xi(M) is also closed, so rj(M) = M as M is connected.
 Covering M with charts U1, * * *, UN on which C is a local diffeomorphism

 we see that the volume preserving and onto-ness of C imply that

 7(ui) n 7(uj) = (Ui n Uj), so C is one to one. Since 0D-'+ = C1D n H-(M, M)
 the result follows.

 If co is a symplectic form then as is well known [1], n is even and WI2 is

 a volume element. Also, *(wo) = co implies y)*(cn12) = c0 so our proof for
 volume elements applies. q.e.d.

 a. The deformation of $ onto @,

 In [25] Moser proves that 'D acts transitively on the set T of volume ele-

 ments of M with a fixed total volume. Using his methods we will show that

 if pa is a given volume on M, then OP, is a deformation retract of D and in fact
 that 0D is diffeomorphic (in the ILH sense) to @, x '. More precisely we have

 THEOREM 5.1. Let M be compact without boundary with a smooth volume

 element p. Let5

 {2)EC-(An) v > 0 =)

 Then D is diffeomorphic to 0, x 'd. In particular (since 79 is convex), D,, is
 a deformation retract of D.

 For the proof, we begin by proving Moser's result.

 LEMMA 5.2. There is a map Z: 'Us G s s > (n/2) + 2 such that Ask: Os
 9 8-1, ) = *(Q) satisfies AU, o X = identity. Further, X: T - is Co ILH
 map.

 PROOF. For v e U(s, let vt = tv + (1 - t),, so that v, e Ad. Since 5y 52),
 we can write At - = da (a is unique if we require a e 8(HS+2(An)). Define

 X, by i,,vt = a so that X, e H-(TM). Let Yt be the flow of Xt, so by 3.4,
 Y7t e 0% Define X(v) = Al. We want to show that Y*() a. We will show

 that Y)*(vt) = p by showing d/dt(Y)*(vt)) = 0. Indeed, by 3.5

 dt (Yt*(vt)) = 7* (Lxtvt + dt vt dt t ~~?dt/
 = t*(dixt)t + (/ - 2))
 = rt*(da + ve-2) 0 0

 That X is a Co ILH map can be checked in a routine manner; specifically,

 X 'Us+' ,8s is a Ck-map (see ? 2 and Omori [26]). q.e.d.

 5 > 0 means that > - fpg for a strictly positive function f; or that L, induces the same
 orientation as p.
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 Note that X is canonically defined, given the riemannian metric on M.
 PROOF OF 5.1. Define $: D,1 x T - by $(D, v) - o x(v). Then

 as is easily checked. q.e.d.

 Note that 5.2 implies *>,(O) = A. In fact, Ebin [10, Prop. 8.12] shows
 that *,,(9Ds+l) = Ts, which is a strengthening of Moser's result. In ? 8 we will
 establish 5.1 in the boundary case.

 We now reformulate 5.1 in the language of principal bundles. Namely,

 * 1s,1 ,

 (recall that for volume elements , 3 =Ds+'; see 4.1) induces a homeomor-

 phism

 We induce a smooth structure on G'/'D~i' by declaring Cpa to be a diffeomor-

 phismn (Ts is an open convex set in [fe],). Then 7t: -s+' Gs~'/@s~ is a smooth
 submersion because ft is. Thus as any submersion admits smooth local sec-
 tions,

 becomes a principal bundle with fiber ODs+'. The bundle structure is only CC
 however, because 0Di+' acts on DS+I only continuously. However it does give

 a smooth ILH bundle structure to @/D,. Lemma 5.2 gives a (global) section X
 of the bundle wr: E m ?/0, and the diffeomorphism between D and @, x T is
 exactly the canonical one defined by the bundle wr and its cross section X.

 See Omori [26] for an alternative (weaker) form of 5.1 which makes use of

 the heat equation on M. (Omori's method does not easily generalize to the case

 of manifolds with boundary however).

 6. Diffeomorphisms with invariant submanifolds

 The two main results of this section are the following.

 THEOREM 6.1. Let M be a compact manifold without boundary and

 N c M a closed submanifold (possibly zero dimensional) without boundary.

 Let 9P be the group of diffeomorphisms of M and let

 ON = {eg (N)c(N}

 and

 ?N,p = {( e l (x) = x for all x e N} .

 Then ?N and ON,P are ILH Lie subgroups of D with Lie algebras consisting of
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 the vector fields on M tangent to N and zero at points of N respectively

 (ODN,p is also an ILH Lie subgroup of O,).

 THEOREM 6.2. Let M be a compact manifold with boundary AM. Let D

 denote the group of diffeomorphisms of M and

 Op= { E e i 17(x)= x for all x e AM}.

 Then ?D and Op have the structure of ILH Lie groups with Lie algebras the
 vector fields on M tangent to AM and those zero on AM respectively (also, Op
 is an ILH Lie subgroup of E).

 As usual, slightly stronger statements such as; GDT c GD8 is a submanifold,

 will occur in the proofs. Below we shall also deal with diffeomorphisms with

 support in int (M). As usual, each of the above sets defined is obviously a

 group. We must prove they are manifolds.

 Before proceeding we should note the following consequence of Theorem

 3.1 which bears on the structure of the groups in 6.1 and 6.2.

 THEOREM 6.3. For s > (n/2) + 2 (n = dim M), the groups @X, Os, of 6.1

 and Os, OP of 6.2 admit exponential maps. That is, if V is an H8 vector field
 on M which is tangent to N [resp. zero on NJ the flow of V is a one param-

 eter subgroup of O" [resp. Os pl. If in 6.2, V is an H8 vector field on M
 parallel to AM [resp. zero on AM] the flow of V is a one parameter subgroup

 of O7s [resp. Os]. A similar result holds for time dependent vector fields as
 in 3.4, 3.5.

 PROOF. The first part concerning OIDV, (0i,) is evident from 3.1 because
 the flow lies in Os and since it is at least C1, it also lies in O" (O.sp) For the

 second part we embed M, AM in its double M. Then V has an extension to a

 Hs vector field on M (Calderon extension theorem), and there, V is tangent to

 [resp. zero on] AM. Hence the flow lies in Hs(M, M) and since it is at least C'

 it leaves M invariant [resp. leaves AM pointwise fixed]. Clearly int (M) is also

 invariant. Restricting to M then gives the result. q.e.d.

 We begin with the proof of 6.1 and for this we prepare a few lemmas. We

 shall be assuming dim N > 1, but the argument is easily modified if dim N = 0

 (in this case note that DN = ON,p).

 LEMMA 6.4. Let M and N be as in 6.1. Then there is a riemannian

 metric g on M such that N is totally geodesic. There is an s > 0 such that

 if vGe TnMandI vI <s then vG TN-exp vG N.
 PROOF. First take the case when N is the zero section of a vector bundle

 7r: E -* N. Using a partition of unity and vector bundle charts one can easily
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 construct a metric g on E such that g is constant on the fibers and the fibers

 are perpendicular to N (locally use the usual product metric). Then g makes

 N totally geodesic in E because the vector field giving the geodesic spray is

 tangent to TN; i.e., the Christoffel symbols rlk are zero if i m + 1, ***, n,

 j = 1, ** , m where x', ** , xm are coordinates for N, and x', ***, Xn those for

 E. We omit this easy computation.

 For the general case, let V be a tubular neighborhood chart for N and

 construct g on V as above. Let I: M-y R be smooth, 0 < ? q? 1 and p = 1
 on a neighborhood of N and zero outside V. Let gl be any metric on M and

 let

 g = (v + (1 - )Yg .

 This makes N totally geodesic as it equals g on a neighborhood of N.

 The last statement follows from the first and the fact that there is an

 s > 0 so that if V I v < s, v E TmM, then m and expm v are joined by a unique
 geodesic (in a given neighborhood). q.e.d.

 Let Xs8 = Hs(TTM) denote the Hilbert space of Hs vector fields on M and

 Els, = {XE>s I X(n) TNfor all ne N}
 ES = {Xe Cs X X(n) = O for all niG N} .

 For s > 1, these are closed subspaces of CAs by the restriction theorem. For

 the remainder of the exposition s > (n/2) + 1.

 LEMMA 6.5. At e e Ts (the identity), ?D8 c 9s is a submanifold. Namely,
 there is a chart

 (D: Ucz. D Xs-

 such that

 P(U) = V1 xV2

 where V1 and V2 are open subsets of Hilbert spaces, V1 c Xs, and such that

 P(U n inN) = V1

 A similar statement holds for T,, p.
 PROOF. Let V1 = 4>(U) n al where (D is the exponential chart on T's for

 the metric of 6.4 and we can assume X e <I( U) implies I I X I < s. Let V2 be a
 neighborhood in the orthogonal complement to EC, in EJs and by restriction,
 assume $(DU) = V1 x V2. The second part of 6.4 implies that

 (Ufl n T) = V1.

 For 9)sp c- ? we can use any metric since if v E TnM, v = 0 - expn v = n,
 for II v II < s. Then argue as above, replacing EXs, with Ep. Using the above
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 chart for gD this also shows LW7p is a submanifold of g at e. q.e.d.
 Since charts at '2 e 9s are obtained by right translation and since the

 spaces are submanifolds near e e ?8, they are submanifolds. This completes

 the proof of 6.1.

 Of course gD and LN, define ILH structures for 9N and LN,,p and the group
 operations have the same differentiability properties as those of 9J.

 Next we prove 6.2. Set, for s > (n/2) + 1,

 99s(M) = {2: M , M } r is an Hs map, is a bijection and T-' is an Hs map} .

 It follows easily (as r is a C 1 diffeomorphism) that r7(8M) = AM and M(int M) =
 int M. Set

 9)s(M) = {I e 10s(M) I r)(x) = x for all x e AM} .

 LEMMA 6.6. Let M be embedded in its double Al. Then

 Ls(M) c( Hs(M, M)

 is a submanifold, as is L (M) c 8s(M), for s > (n/2) + 1.

 PROOF. Choose, by 6.4 a metric on M so AM becomes totally geodesic.

 Let r e ?D8(M) ci H8(M, M) and choose an exponential chart

 exp: U ci THs(M, M) > H8(M, M)

 about A. Now

 OCsX(M) = {X e H8(M, TM) I X covers C2 and X(x) e TxaM for all x e aM}

 is a closed subspace of

 H'(M, TM) = THs(M, M).

 Since AM is totally geodesic, arguing as in 6.5 we see that exp takes U n X
 onto a neighborhood of r in L'(M), and defines a submanifold chart. The case
 of Lp(M) is similar. q.e.d.

 In fact the above argument together with the Calderon extension theorem

 applied to 'DC(M) implies

 PROPOSITION 6.7. If ry e ?P(M) is in the component of the identity then r
 has an extension 7 e LD'(M).

 In fact the )q for which this is true is a subgroup of L'(M) consisting of
 a union of components of 98(M).

 By the same proof as in the non-boundary case [10], Ls is a topological
 group and the group operations have the usual differentiability properties.6
 Further, L8(M) = C'l(M) n H8(M, M). This completes the proof of 6.2.

 We now turn to groups of diffeomorphisms r7 with support in M. This
 means the following: 'Y e LDs(M), or i7 is said to have support in M if and only if

 6 For the component of the identity this also follows from the non-boundary case and
 6.7-
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 on M, v7 can be extended to r e gs(M) by setting it equal to the identity on

 M\M.

 One defines 3XI(M) similarly. Generally for a vector bundle wr: E - one

 can define HO3(wT t M) as the Hs closure of the smooth sections of 7v with com-
 pact support in M (are zero outside a compact subset of int (M)) or alterna-

 tively as those a e Hs(wT t M) which can be extended to Hs(wT) by setting a = 0
 outside M. Note that we automatically have a canonical extension map in

 this case.

 PROPOSITION 6.8. Let M, M be as above. Embed gs(M) c gS(Mk) by v- 4,
 as above. Then 0L8(M) is a submanifold of 9s(M), so 0A8(M) defines an ILH

 Lie group ?D0(M) and has Lie algebra EX(M).

 PROOF. As usual it is clear that 090 is a subgroup of 98(M) so it suffices

 to show it is a submanifold. Indeed, if JD is a chart for 03(M), $: U >'s(jI),

 write Xs(M) = tXs(M) x Es for some complement Es and observe that

 P(u n oos(M)) = V c Q --(M)

 where V = $(DU) n0 Xs(M), just as in 6.5. (Under the exponential map, 72

 has support in M if and only if the corresponding vector field does). q.e.d.

 7. Hodge theory for manifolds with boundary

 We now summarize the Hodge theory for manifolds with boundary which

 we shall need in later sections. The proofs may be found in Morrey [24]; Morrey

 works with the H6lder spaces Ck+a' although similar results hold for the

 Sobolev spaces HS, s > 0 by similar methods (we thank Professor Morrey for

 pointing this out [private communication]). One can give alternative proofs

 using the Hodge theory on the double M and then correcting the boundary

 values by solving certain boundary value problems (Duff and Spencer [8] and

 Morrey [24, Th. 7.8.2]) and using general regularity theory (Agmon, Douglis

 and Nirenberg) for elliptic boundary value problems; cf. Morrey [24, Th. 6.3.7].

 We also refer to Morrey for the appropriate historical credits (Hodge, Weyl,

 Kodaira, Duff and Spencer, etc.).

 Let M, aM be a compact, oriented riemannian (C-) n-manifold with

 boundary. Let i: aM M be the inclusion map. Thus i*a makes sense if a

 is Hs for s ? 1 by the restriction theorem. A k-form a e HS, s _ 1 is called

 parallel or tangent, to the boundary if and only if na = i*(*a) = 0 and is

 normal to the boundary if and only if ta = i*a = 0. Here * is the usual star

 Qperation, from k forms to n - k forms.

 Using coordinates, one easily sees that these statements on a vector field
 X are equivalent:
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 i ) X is parallel to AM, (X(m) e TmDM for all m G AM),
 (ii) X is parallel to AM,

 (iii) for any volume , on M, ixje is normal to 0M.
 Here X denotes the one form obtained from X via the metric. Also note that

 tao = - tda = 0 and nS = 0 n9,8 = 0.
 From Stokes's theorem

 (da, fi) = (at 03) + 5 *(M A *13)

 (where (v, g) = A * j is the HI metric), we see that if &x = O, then a is

 parallel to &M if and only if (a, dS) = 0 for all S. Thus if 3a = 0 it makes

 sense to say a is parallel to AM even though a is only H0. Similarly if da = 0,

 a is normal to AM if and only if (a, 9,8) = 0 for all ,8.

 A subscript t or n shall denote the forms tangent to or normal to AM

 respectively, while a subscript 0 denotes those zero at points of AM. Thus if

 s > 1, Hts, Hns and HJs are closed subspaces of HS(Ak).
 Let XJCs denote the harmonic fields; those a X Ho with da = 0 and aa = 0

 (a smaller space than the harmonic forms; Aa = 0). Let &s denote the coclosed

 forms (oa = 0) and 68 the closed forms (da = 0) in Hs. Note that if a e XIC8

 then a is Co on int (M) but may not be smooth at the boundary.

 THEOREM 7.1. With notations as above and 0 < s < c, we have the fol-

 lowing decompositions which are orthogonal in the H0 norm:
 ( i ) Hs(Xkk) = d(H+1(Ak-1)) e ; &(Hs-1(Lkk1)) E Xs

 ( ii ) Hs(k) = d(HLs+1(Ak1)) e o(Hs?1(Ak?1)) @ zyjS

 (iii) HJ(\ ) = d(HLs+1(AkA1)) & s"(A'~)

 (ivi) HS(Ak) = d(HS+l(Ak+1)) e Cs(A k)

 The corresponding projection maps are continuous (that is, these subspaces

 are closed).

 Of course (i) and (ii) are the same decomposition, but we state them sep-

 arately as this is how they will be applied later.

 To obtain 7.1, Morrey [24] uses the following, which we shall also have

 occasion to use.

 LEMMA 7.2. Let s > 2 and let As = (Xfs)I; and

 Bs = (H?s ED Cst) n {a E Hs I n(da) = O}

 where - and 0B denote the orthogonal complement. Then A t Bs: Bs AS-2 is
 an isomorphism of Banach spaces. Restricted this way, we denote A t B. =

 At. Also, fCV = X-C is finite dimensional (In Morrey's terminology, A`1(a) is
 the plus potential of a).
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 Of course As and Bs are closed in Hs. That A is a continuous bijection

 follows from Morrey [24, Th. 7.7.3]; so the result concerning A follows from

 the open mapping theorem. The final statement follows from [24, Th. 7.7.1].

 Decomposition (iii) is [24, Th. 7.7.4](an immediate consequence of Lemma

 7.2), and (iv) follows by duality (with the * operation). Decomposition (i) fol-

 lows as in [24, 7. 7.7, 7.7.8]. For (ii), one uses (i) and the fact that if a G Hs-1

 there is a closed (in fact exact) f8 e HS+' such that t6 = 0 and na = nf3 (with

 a similar coclosed a so tc = ta and na = 0). Of course one cannot prescribe

 tf or else it would contradict Stokes theorem (see however Duff [7, Th. 5],
 which holds in the Hs case by the same proof). This result is proven in the

 same way as the corresponding fact for vector fields (Ladyzhenskaya [18.

 p. 25]).
 The following consequence of 7.1(iii) is an important (classical) result

 (cf. Arnold [3, p. 341] and Ladyzhenskaya [18, p. 28]).

 COROLLARY 7.3. Let X be an Hs vector field on M, s _ 0. There is an

 Hs+1 function f and an Hs vector field Y with Y divergence free and parallel

 to AM such that

 X = gradf + Y

 (orthogonal sum). iFurther, the projection maps

 P(X) = Y

 Q(X) = gradf

 are continuous linear maps on H8(TM).

 8. The volume preserving and symplectic diffeomorphisms

 for manifolds with boundary

 Using ? 7 we can now extend the results of ? 4 to the case of manifolds

 with boundary as well as establishing a number of related results. We deal

 with several types of boundary conditions, but the one appropriate for the

 Euler equations is given in 8.1.

 The extra boundary conditions prohibit a use of cs + as was done in Theo-

 rem 4.2. This is reflected in the results on symplectic diffeomorphisms where

 we require the form to be exact (if AM # 0, a volume element on M is always

 exact; see Duff [7, Th. 4 or 6] although we shall not need this fact in the fol-

 lowing). Of couse if AM = 0, a volume element or sympletic form cannot be
 exact.

 THEOREM 8.1. Let M, AM be a compact (oriented connected) manifold

 with boundary and te a volume element on M. Then Aid, the elements of 0
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 preserving 1 ts an ILH Lie subgroup of 9D (in fact ?T, c Gs is a submanifold
 for s > (n/2) + 1). The Lie algebra of 9D consists of the divergence free vector
 fields which are parallel to AM.

 Note. As usual div, X is defined by Lxii = (div, X)1I; if /1 is the volume
 element of the metric, div,1 X = AX, where X is the one form corresponding

 to X via the metric (Proof. * AX = d * X = dixls - LA ).
 PROOF OF 8.1. Using the notation of ? 7, let

 Ws = /.- + d(Hs+1(An-1)) C Hs(A")

 Because of the boundary condition, this is not exactly the cohomology class

 of je (neither absolute nor relative). By 7.1, Ws is a closed affine subspace of

 H8(A-). Define

 ??p Uses H-(An); Q,-0*St

 Now Au is a smooth map. (Generally, if , is a smooth k-form on N, then

 'f,: H-+1(M, N) - HS(Ak(M)) defined by q -- 7*(I,) is smooth; cf. [10].) The
 next result is proven in Duff and Spencer [8, p. 151J.

 LEMMA. Let a be a harmonic field with tc = 0 (a is necessarily Co).

 if, for any chain c on M with ac c AM we have

 5a = 0

 then a = 0.

 Now we will prove ' cr(-Y') c Ws. Indeed, for rX G s+1, write by 7.1(i),

 * (1)- = a + dS,

 C H, +'(All-') and a a harmonic field. We shall show a = 0. Indeed, if c is

 an n-chain with ac c AM, then c = M as M is connected, so as j preserves
 orientation and ij/3 = 0,

 X a= I- 0e) + a *s=
 so a = 0 by the lemma.

 Next we prove that %, is a submersion. As in ? 4 it suffices to show Tests
 is onto. We have

 Teiit(X) = Lxpl = di-ti -

 Let d, C TWs = d(H.3+'(An)), and define X by iAqe = ,. Now X is an Hs+'
 vector field on M and since 9 is normal to AM, X is parallel to AM, so

 X c Te$DS+'. Thus Tef*, is onto TW8. The theorem follows. q.e.d.
 Replacing the use of 7.1(i) with 7.1(ii) and defining a,,: $Dj' -Hs(A") yields
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 in the same way

 THEOREM 8.2. Let M, AM be as above and

 ifpv = 9), n 9)p -

 Then ?D, is an ILH Lie subgroup of Op. The Lie algebra consists of the
 divergence free vector fields vanishing at points of AM.

 In the case of symplectic diffeomorphisms the analogue of the proof of 8.1

 is false because the boundary conditions on X and ixco are unrelated in that
 case. However there is an analogue of 8.2 if we assume co is exact.

 THEOREM 8.3. Let M, AM be a compact oriented riemannian maniftold

 with boundary and let co = dO be an exact symplectic form on M. Let

 p= {)e (P(M) 1 =*(w)= }
 Then @O is an ILH Lie subgroup of 9D with Lie algebra the locally hamil-

 tonian vector fields on M which are zero at points of AM.
 PROOF. Using 7.1(ii), define WI = G + d(Ho8+'A'(M)) which is a closed

 suuspace of HS(A2(M)). Also, let

 AdOs+,(M) Hs(A 2); i >v C)

 Thus 9" = ,'(c). We shall show that

 (i)wps+'(M)) c Ws, and
 (ii) A,,, 0i+- W8 is a submersion,

 which will prove the result.

 For (i), write 7?*(w) - = a + df by 7.1(ii)(if a form is closed, its co-

 exact part in 7.1(i) or (ii) is zero). We show a = 0 by using the above lemma.
 First,

 ta = i*a (o)-ai*ds

 = ( w)*o - i*C)

 because i*S = 0. Since 7q is the identity on AM, rao i = i so ta = 0. Second,
 let c be a chain in M with ac c AM. Then

 a or= *()) - co + do

 = i*Qj*(0) - a) + i*s .
 Both terms are zero as Yq is the identity on AM.

 The proof of (ii) proceeds as before. q.e.d.
 Remark. By the same proof as 4.3 we find that 0D (M) c Hs(M, M),

 !Dy,p(M) c H8(M, M) and 9D,,p(M) c Hs(M, M) are closed submanifolds, where
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 as usual M, aM is embedded in M; and AM = 0.

 We now recall some terminology for our next result. Let M, AM be as in

 8.3 with GO = dO a symplectic form. A vector field X on M is globally hamil-

 tonian if and only if X is the symplectic gradient of some f: M- AR; i.e.,

 i t) = df. Since such vector fields form a Lie algebra [1, p. 99], one suspects
 that they are the Lie algebra of some ILH Lie group. We shall prove that this

 is the case. A Cl-diffeomorphism 7q: M M is called globally symplectic if and
 only if (r*0 - 0 is exact.

 THEOREM 8.4.7 With hypotheses as in 8.3, let ,, ,g c I,,P be the subset of

 globally symplectic diffeomorphisms. Then T,,, is an ILH Lie subgroup of
 g p of finite codimension. Its Lie algebra consists of the globally hamilton-

 ian vector fields.

 PROOF. First, ?D g c ?D p is a subgroup. Indeed, let q C Ts g and C c g
 Then

 (7 )*O -a = -*(7*0-a) + (*Q - 0)
 which is exact. Also, (a-1))*0 - 0 = (7r))*(( - 72*0) is exact.

 Let c1, * C* , be a basis of cycles for the first homology group of M with

 support not meeting AM and define Ar: ?D R'k by

 (5 *0 - 5) .. 0 - 0))
 ( c1 C k)

 By de Rham's theorem, gS~g = '&-1(0). Thus it suffices to show air is a sub-
 mersion. It is clearly smooth for s > (n/2) + 1. Also, it suffices as usual to

 show Te, is onto. Now

 T" *(X) =( Lx0j .. ' XLxo)

 Given (v', *.., vk) c Rk, there is a closed one form a so

 Xa = Vi , = 1, ..Ik.
 Ci

 Define X by i-d0 = a which is possible as dO is non-degenerate. Since

 ci n AM = 0, we can assume a = 0 on AM (by local exactness and by using
 a partition of unity). Thus Xc Ts p (in fact X is Coo). Also,

 5ixdO - idixO + ixdO = v-

 so Tea/f is onto.

 It remains only to check the Lie algebra. But if Xc (T,*)-'(0),

 7 One could use the Frobenius theorem here, but the result would not be as sharp See
 Omori [26] and J. Leslie, J. Diff. Geom. 2 (1968) 279-297.
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 5ixw = 0,

 which entails that ico is exact. q.e.d.

 If X is globally hamiltonian, its flow 72t is globally symplectic since

 Lxaw = 0 and d/dt Q)a = 0) (ixa)) = 0 for any cycle c.
 One has a similar result for @, and T,; if , =

 )s_ e {I XS I Y*q-q is exact}

 and the Lie algebra consists of all vector fields X with ixp exact. However
 this result does not seem to be of any physical interest.

 Combining 3.1, 6.3, and the fact that the flow of a C' divergence free

 vector field [resp. locally (globally) hamiltonian] is a C' volume preserving

 [resp. (globally) symplectic] diffeomorphism, we obtain the following

 THEOREM 8.5. ( i ) Let M be compact without boundary and q! a volume
 element or co a symplectic form. Then for s > (n/2) + 2, the groups @, and

 Ts admit exponential maps. That is, if Xc TfDs or T,9)8, then the flow of
 X is a C' one parameter subgroup of Ts, or ?D%.

 (ii) If M is compact with boundary the same conclusion is true for the

 groups ?Dp, ?,,, G , and GD g discussed above.
 One has a similar result for time dependent vector fields, as in 3.3.

 Finally we generalize 5.2 to the boundary case.

 THEOREM 8.6. Let M, AM be a compact manifold with boundary and It
 a (smooth) volume element. Let

 9 = {) C?(A`(M)) v > 0 and | V = .1

 Then 9D and ),, x 7 [resp. 9) and i, , x Z] are diffeomorphic (in the ILH
 sense). Also, 9D [resp. 9j] acts transitively on ZV (that is, Moser's result [25]
 holds in the boundary case).

 The proof proceeds as in ? 5 utilizing the results of ? 7 and the present

 section. The only difference is that one must watch the boundary conditions

 when constructing X- Let v C 08 and vt = tv + (1 - t)v. Write, by 7.1(i),
 [resp. 7.1(ii)]

 ,c-n=h + Ml

 where h is a harmonic field and R is normal to AM [resp. zero on AM]. Since

 h is an n form, th = 0 and since P = 5 , we have |h = 0. Thus by the
 My M M

 lemma in 8.1, h = 0. Define X, by ?xtlt = 8 so Xt is tangent to [resp. zero on]
 AM as vt is a volume element. If 1t is the flow of Xt, t is a C1 curve in 9D
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 [resp. ?sIJ and, as in 5.1 we find (d/dt)y4*(v,) = 0, so 2q) = fe.
 Actually this proves ,D,(Os) D 95) which implies Vt() = D and *,(T,) = A.

 The rest of the proof proceeds as in 5.2.

 Remark. Let M be compact, possibly with boundary and 1a, 1,' two smooth

 volume elements on M. Then ?sD and 08, are diffeomorphic [resp. @Tp and
 gs1

 piJ

 PROOF. We can assume = \1a' By 5.2 and 8.6 there is 7 e T(M)[resp.

 nj,(M)J such that 72*m' a . Then $: T !it, [resp. ?sp Os?,p] defined by
 o qo 0 T)y' is the required diffeomorphism; it is smooth as 7q is C-. q.e.d.

 9. A weak riemannian metric for O", and its geodesics

 We shall now endow Os and O; (and consequently 9D and ifs) with (weak)
 riemannian structures and show that these structures define geodesics. In the

 present section we are concerned with manifolds without boundary. On ?D3,,

 these geodesics will describe the motion of perfect fluids as will be explained

 in ? 14.

 Let X be a manifold modelled on a Banach space E. A weak riemannian

 structure v on X is a map which assigns to each x e X a continuous positive

 definite symmetric bilinear form a(x) E L2(TxX; R) (the continuous bilinear

 forms on TXX with the usual norm topology), which varies smoothly with
 x e X; explicitly, "varies smoothly" means that given any coordinate chart U

 about x0 and its induced chart U x Tx0(X) for T(X) [ U, y is a smooth map

 a: U - L2(TXO(X)g R) .

 The word weak is used because a(x) need not define the topology on TJ(X),
 but it may define a weaker topology. First we shall construct such a struc-

 ture on GS.

 THEOREM 9.1. Let M be compact without boundary with a riemannian

 metric >, > given. Recalling that for C e TSD, s> (n/2) + 1,

 T@s=I{VeHs(M, TM)JI V =}

 we define a bilinear form on TaTs by

 (V, W) = 5<V(m) W(m)>(m,),(m)
 M

 where At is the volume element induced on M by the metric. Then

 (i) (, ) defines a weak riemannian structure on Ts,

 (ii) (, ) has associated a (unique) torsion free affine connection V; that

 is, for smooth vector fields X, Y, Z on D, we have
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 (a) X(Y, Z) = (VXY, Z) + (Y, VXZ) and

 ( b) VxY - v-X = [X, Y].

 (iii) Let exp: TM - M be the exponential map corresponding to the con-

 nection V on M. Then E: T9)S ?s defined by E(V) = exp o V is the ex-

 ponential map of V; E is defined only on a neighborhood of the zero section

 of TqJS, and is a Co mapping onto a neighborhood of e E Ts.

 Remark. (, ), induces the H0 topology on T4DS, which is strictly weaker

 than the Hs topology. In general weak metrics do not have associated con-

 nections or exponential maps, so (i) goes not imply (ii) and (iii). See the

 remark following Lemma 10.1.

 PROOF. ( i ) If g is the metric of M then from ? 2, (t) -(C g o C is a smooth

 map in A. But the metric on Ds is given by

 to1>((X, Y) I (g 0 YA) * (X, Y) P

 so the result (i) follows. Let V be the affine connection on M. Then V induces

 a smooth map K: T2M TM called the connector such that the diagram

 K
 T2M - TM

 TM > M

 commutes, where w and r, are the usual projections. The map K has the prop-

 erty that the bundle rz: T2M > TM is isomorphic to ker K D ker (Tr) where
 Tr: T2M - TM is the tangent to r: TM - M. Conversely, K determines V
 by the formula VW = Ko TWo V where V, We CC(TM) and so TW: TM

 T2M (see Eliasson [13] and Dombrovski [6]).

 We shall now prove (ii), and for this we shall define a connector

 K: T2(Ds) T(TS) as follows. Recalling that

 T(0s) = {Xe HS(M, TM) I roXe es}

 and

 T2( Ds) {YE Hs(M, TIM) I 7 o Ye G T31 }

 define K oK; that is, K(Y) K Ko Y. The map Ko Y lies in the space T(QDs)

 by the commutative diagram for K and K is smooth because K is. Also, K-

 induces a smooth isomorphism

 T2(9)s) ker Ke ker Tor

 where Tr = o: TJDS Ts is the natural projection, becase K does. Thus K is.

 a connector, for 9P', and we define
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 VXY= K?TYoX

 for X and Y Co vector fields on ti0

 We verify properties (a) and (b) for V in several steps as follows:
 Step 1. Property (a) of 9.1 holds if X, Y and Z are right invariant.

 PROOF. Now X(e), Y(e), Z(e) are Co vector fields on M (see ? 2) and X=
 X(9?) = TR, .X(e) = X(e) o ,Y. We first remark that

 TY(Xr,) T(Ye)oXr,

 which follows from the fact that Y =o'e (see ? 2).
 Thus by definition of V,

 (V x Y), = K o T(Ye) o X,.
 Now for m e M,

 K o T(Ye) o X, = K o T(Ye) o Xe ? C(m) = (Vx, Ye)ri(m)

 so (VXY)X is the map m * (VxeYe)v;(m).
 Therefore,

 (VXY, Z) + (Y, VXZ) = |MtVxe~e9 Ze>V(m) ?- <Ye VXeZf>r(m)}t1(m)

 = I(Xe< Yes Ze>) r, (m) t(M)

 On the other hand, (Y, Z) = o(o(y,z,>9 where H8(M, R) - R is integration
 with respect to 1a, so that

 d(Y, Z).X =j(d<Ye, Ze,>oY) X,

 - xXe<Ye, Ze>X(m)I(m) q.e.d.

 Step 2. Property (a) of 9.1 holds if Y and Z are right invariant, and
 for all )2 e WS, X aY-I e C(TM).

 PROOF. Let XR be the right invariant vector field such that (for ( fixed)
 Xr = X,; i.e., forED, XR= (Xr, ?oC) o C. Thus X is C-. Then

 X(Y. Z) = (X - XR)(Y, Z) + XR(Y, Z)

 which at r equals XR(Y, Z), since X(C) = XR(r). Similarly, since VXY = 0
 at C if X(0) = 0 we get the result by the above lemma. q.e.d.

 Step 3. Property (a) of 9.1 holds at 7l for all X, Y. Z with
 X! o C-1 e C-(TM), Y, o eY-I E C-(TM) and Z, o eY-I E C-(TM).

 PROOF. Fix ,) E 0 and form YR, ZR as above. We know (a) holds for X,
 YR , Z' so it suffices to check it for the triples X, Y - YR, ZR and X, Y,
 Z - ZR. For this we note that for any connection such as V (derived from a
 connector) we have:
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 (a) if Y7 = 0 then (VY), = [X, Y], and
 (f,) if Y, = 0 then X(Y, Z) = ([X, Y], Z),.

 These formulas are standard.

 Since one member of each of the above triples is zero at ;2, formula (a)
 follows at once from (a), (,f). q.e.d.

 For fixed A, the set of vector fields satisfying the hypotheses of step 3 is

 dense in the space of smooth vector fields on 9), in the C' (or Ck) topology.
 Therefore, since both sides of (ii)(a) are continuous in this topology, (ii)(a)

 holds for all (smooth) vector fields in 0D.

 Next we check (ii)(b). First, let X and Y be right invariant. Then by the

 above,

 (V Y - VyX)~ = (m , (Vxy Ye - VyeXe)?(m) )

 But VXe Ye -VYeXe = [Xe, Ye] since V is torsion free. As we saw in ? 2,

 [Xe, Ye] [X, Yle.

 The result follows in this case. That V is torsion free on all vector fields fol-

 lows by reasoning like that above using formula (a).

 Now we prove (iii). It suffices to show that E is the exponential map of

 V; i.e., curves of the form t H-* E(t V) are geodesics. The rest of the theorem

 follows in the usual way for exponential maps (see also Lang [19, Ch. 4, ? 3,4]

 and Corollary 9.3 below). Now if Ve TjWS, (d/dt)E(tV) is the map

 m i d(exp t V(m)) = -Y' (t)

 where am(t) is the geodesic on M starting at 72(m) in direction V(m). Since Ym

 is a geodesic V,, a' = 0, or K{(d/dt)7' (t)} = 0. Let Yt be the map m H am(t)
 and Vt be the map m H-a' (t), so Vt e Tt@)s and

 vvtv = K dtVt= (m o->K( d-(t)) =0?

 Thus t H-* E(tV) is indeed a geodesic for V. q.e.d.

 Note that restricted to T7,9)3 E is just the chart mapping for C e ?Ps de-
 scribed in ? 2. Also, E is defind only on a neighborhood of zero, as if V is

 large, exp o V: M-+ M may fail to be one to one. (This is related to "shock

 phenomena" which occur in the pressureless Euler equations).

 Remark 9.2. One can define a (weak) riemannian structure on the whole

 of Hs(M, M) as above, and E is given by the same formula. In this case E is

 defined on all of TH$(M, M) so Hs(M, M) becomes a complete (weak) riemann-

 ian manifold. That is, geodesics are defined for all t e R.
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 That E( V) = exp o V is the correct exponential map for (, ) can be seen

 intuitively as follows. Locally, am(t) = exp t V(m) minimizes the energy

 |<-i' (s), -i tn(s)>ds .

 The energy on +iDs is

 ||<'(s), it' (s)>dpc(m)ds =|( '(s),^()>sd(m,

 so it is minimized as well.

 COROLLARY 9.3. In 9.1, the spray Z: TelJs > TD! associated to the metric

 {, ) is given by

 Z(X) = ZoX

 where Z: TM T2M is the spray of <, >.
 PROOF. If 'y(t) is a geodesic, Z(y'(t)) -(d/dt)y'(t). The result follows at

 once from the formula relating E and exp. q.e.d.

 In ? 11 we shall see another way to prove 9.3 without using connections.

 Note that as Z is Co, Z is a smooth map (by the omega lemma) as we expect.

 PROPOSITION 9.4. The action of ?D3, on ?Ds by right multiplication pre-
 .serves the riemannian structure (, ). Furthermore, 9s acting on itself by

 right multiplication preserves V and Eo TR, = R, o E for C E DS, where R,
 denotes right multiplication by rY.

 PROOF. For Ve TqPS we have TR,(V) = Voz) as we saw in ? 2. For
 c9sD andX, Y?T~JDs,

 (Xoi Yo, Y ) <Xo)7(m), Yor2(m)>X,(m,)f(m)

 5<X(m), Y(m)>Xm,)(m) = (X, Y)

 since q*p = -ce and by the change of variables formula. This proves the first
 part.

 Given W e T's, we have T2R7,( W) = W o C' and so if K is the connector,

 K(W o Y2) = K o W o 7 = K(W) o^) = TR7,2(K(TV)).

 Thus

 KoT2RR, = TROK,

 so the rest of the proposition follows. q.e.d.
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 This invariance of (, ) under 9),4 plays a crucial role later. Now we want
 to restrict (,) to Ts, and for this we prepare the following

 LEMMA 9.5. Define (,) on O; as above, so it becomes a weak riemannian
 metric. It is fit invariant and for each r e 9-, the orthogonal projection

 defined by (, ) is a continuous surjective map Pt: T,(98) Tr,(OPs). In fact,
 Pr = TR7 oPe o TR,-, where Pe: TeP3 TeT-e is the orthogonal projection
 determined by the Hodge decomposition

 TegDs = Hs(TM) = Te(JDt) & grad Hs+'(AO(M))

 (orthogonal with respect to the Ho metric), onto the first summand.

 PROOF. That P, = TR70 P, o TR,?-, follows from the fact that (,) is T
 invariant. That P so defined is continuous follows from the fact that Or is a

 topological group on which R, is smooth. That P, is the projection of the
 Hodge decomposition is immediate from the definition of the weak metric on

 T, (Os) q. e. d.
 Now we come to a main result

 THEOREM 9.6. Let M be compact without boundary. Then (,) defined on

 ot. is a gist right invariant weak riemannian metric. It induces a smooth

 affine connection

 V = Po V

 and exponential map E on @;. Both V and E are invariant under right

 multiplication by 9f.

 PROOF. It is standard in riemannian geometry, that for N a submanifold

 of a riemannian manifold M, if V is the connection of M and P: TMt N - TY

 is the orthogonal projection on each fibre over N, then V = P oV is the

 riemannian connection on N. (One needs simply to check that Po V satisfies

 9.1(ii)). LetP: TE' 8, - T@s be the projection defined on each fibre as in

 the above lemma. If P is smooth V = Pa V will be a smooth connection on At

 which is compatible with the riemannian structure. Hence QB, will have an

 exponential map as well. The proof of the smoothness of P can be found in

 appendix A, so the theorem follows. q.e.d.

 Arnold [3] explained that geodesics on gut yield the solutions of Euler's

 equations, so the above theorem tells us the existence of such solutions. In

 ? 14, we derive explicitly the relationship between geodesics on Os and the

 classical equations, and show that smoothness of P is compatible with what

 one might expect from the classical equations.

 We note that E may be defined only in a neighborhood of the zero section.
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 of T(Os.,), so that geodesics in ?D, perhaps exist only for short time intervals.
 This will mean that the solutions to Euler's equations may exist only for short

 time.

 In ? 11 we shall give the spray associated to the metric (,)on O" and in

 ? 10 generalize the above to the case of a manifold with boundary.

 Important Remark. For 03 and O,$ the Lie group exponential maps de-
 fined in 3.1, 6.3, and 8.5 do not cover a neighborhood of the identity. However

 the exponential maps E and E above do because they are smooth. Thus, local-

 ly in TV, two points can be joined by a unique geodesic which minimizes the
 HI arc length. Thus the calculus of variations is correct in this situation,

 although the methods of Palais and Smale (cf. [30]) do not yield existence of

 geodesics.

 10. Geodesics on 0,, for manifolds with boundary

 We now generalize the results of ? 9 to the case that M has boundary.

 Because AM need not be totally geodesic in M, the exponential map exp will

 not be defined on TM. We get around this by using the double M of M.

 One easily sees that the riemannian structure on M can be extended to a

 (smooth) riemannian structure on Al. Now Hi(M, M) is a smooth manifold
 with

 THs(M, M) = {X e HS(M, TM) I ; o X = y}

 for )7 e Hs(M, M) and we endow it with a weak riemannian structure

 (XI Y)= <X(m), Y(1nX.)>Pm(m)
 M

 where <, > is the metric on M and pe is the volume element on M. As in ? 9,
 Hs(MI, A) gets an affine connection V and exponential map

 E(X) = exp o X

 where exp: TMt - Al is the exponential map of Al. Thus Hs(M, M) becomes
 a complete weak riemannian manifold.

 From ? 6, 8 we know that

 1D (M) ci ?Ds(M) Ci H'(iII, M)

 are submanifolds. Note that, since exp is not defined on TM, E is not an ex-

 ponential map on 9Is(M). However we do obtain such a map on 9Ds (M) as fol-
 lows. We must construct an orthogonal projection for the metric (, ), namely

 P: THs(M, v)r fild , T a n

 Note that T,0-9 consists of Hs vector fields tangent to AM, while
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 THs(M, M) r T,8, consists of the Hs maps X: M - i T covering some C E
 (and hence X: M TM). However in the later case X need not be parallel

 to AM.

 LEMMA 10.1. The orthogonal projection

 PC: TeHS(M, M) TeTD/e

 defined by the projection onto the first factor of the Hodge decomposition

 Hs(TM) = T, Ceil! D grad HS+1(AO(M))

 (see 7.1(iii)) is the projection for ( , ) and is a continuous surjection. The

 metric (, ) on T S(M) is right invariant and for rY E Ai, Pi: TH-(M, M)

 TtT is given by

 P, = TR, o P, ? TR,-.

 The lemma is evident, as in ? 9.

 Also as in ? 9, the main technical, but crucial, fact is that P is a smooth

 map. Again this is proven in Appendix A. Thus the connection is given by

 V = PoV

 and so Ts admits a smooth exponential map, E.

 Remark. Observe that in the infinite dimensional case one must be care-

 ful with weak metrics. For instance T!s(M) for M with boundary has a weak

 riemannian metric (, ) but this metric does not have an associated exponential

 map. For "strong" (i.e., Hs) riemannian metrics this problem does not arise

 and one always has a good exponential map. But if s is large, Hs metrics will

 yield geodesics which are solutions of high order partial differential equations,

 which are usually not significant for physical problems.

 Summarizing the above results, we have

 THEOREM 10.2. Let M, &M be a compact manifold with (smooth) bound-

 ary, and let (,) be defined on 0P. by

 (X, Y)= 5<X(m), Y(m)N(m,)fm)
 M

 for X, Y e TT-. Then (, ) is a right invariant weak riemannian metric on

 gel and induces a smooth affine connection V = Pa V and smooth exponential

 map E (defined on a neighborhood of the zero section of T108). Both V and E

 are invariant under right multiplication by ATs, and E t Te,01 covers a neigh-
 borhood of the id-entity e E @/3.

 Again this yields solutions of the Euler equations as we shall explain below

 in ?? 14, 15.
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 11. The spray on 9)e and the Euler equations with forces
 We now compute the spray associated to the geodesic flow on Off. We

 shall also construct a related second order equation on T@D8 which, as will be

 explained in ?? 14, 15, yields the solutions to the Euler equations with forces.

 Recall that T'Ds is identified with Hs maps Y: M -- T2M covering some

 X, E TrODi; that is, for Ye T w(T@s), the following diagram commutes:

 T2M

 M/ X7

 7\ /';

 M

 Similarly, for AM 0, T(THS(M, M) 5 = T(HS(M, TM) tI 9_) consists of
 Y above covering some X, E Tg? -.

 THEOREM 11.1. Let M be compact, possibly with boundary and let Z be

 the spray associated to the metric on M; Z: TM-? T2M. Let

 P: HS(M, TM) [TD Ts
 be the projection described in ?? 9, 10. Then the spray associated to the metric

 (,) on Ht- is given by

 S : T@, > T(T 9e) Xi TP(ZoX)

 and S is a smooth map.

 Remarks. ( i ) We shall compute TP explicitly in ? 14.

 (ii) Theorem 11.1 can be proven using the formula relating V and V

 (see ? 9), the formula V = Po V and the standard formula for sprays and con-
 nections

 S(X) = TXoX -(VX)'

 where 1 denotes the vertical lift to T2(@Sq); see ? 14 below. We prefer, how-

 ever, to give an alternative proof which does not make use of connections,

 but rather of the equivalent formulation in terms of (weak) symplectic forms

 (see Lang [19, p. 109] and Marsden-Abraham [22]).

 PROOF OF 11.1. For any spray Z, S defined by S(X) = TP(Zo X) is right

 invariant; that is, (TR,),S = S. This follows from the facts that TR-'(X) =

 Xo-1 and TR, oP = Po TR,.
 The weak metric on Og' induces a smooth map TD,- T*9Di, so induces,

 by pull back, a weak sympletic form Qp = d(I/) on I and we similarly have
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 Q = d(e)) on T(Hs(M, M)). Let T(H'(M, TM)) t = G.

 Step 1. Q t G = P*Qy, ( E1 G = P*QE) and Qf is right invariant.

 This is easily checked from the definition of e, namely

 Ox,(Yx) = (X,, Th(Yxr))

 where r: TH-(M, MU) Hs(M, M) is the projection, and the fact that ; o P =

 ft G where r: TODOD.
 From step 1, we have by an easy calculation,

 Step 2. Let c be the symplectic form induced by the metric on M; then

 Qxw($Y Z) = |M(o Y(m), Z(m)) (m) with a similar formula for Qr, and

 Qm,"x(TP Z. Y) = Qxr(Z, Y).

 For the theorem, one can by right invariance, work at the identity e e O'.

 Let Sb = isQ, be the one form associated to S via Qr, so we want to prove
 = d T where T(X) = (X, X)/2. By step 2,

 Sye( Y) = 2 5W ,,m(Z Xe, Y) (m) = 5dTxe Y(m),(m)

 (where T: TM R, T(v) = <v, v>/2), since Z is the spray of <, >. Hence by
 definition of (, ), we have Sb = dT. q.e.d.

 Now we consider the Euler spray S above with the addition of a "forcing

 term" F.

 THEOREM 11.2. Let M be a compact manifold, possibly with boundary,

 with spray S on TOf as defined in 11.1. Let f G Temp and f, = f o ). Define

 F: TOs TOs by

 F(v) = v + f, for v E TD,@ .

 Then naturally embedding TOD in the vertical part of TTOsD, F becomes a

 smooth vector field on TO. (Generally, F is of class Ck if f E Te@D,+k.)

 In particular, S + F is a smooth vector field on TO,3 and is a second

 order equation (Lang [19, p. 67]), so it has a unique C- local flow.8

 PROOF. Since f is smooth, the map ( F fo ( is smooth (see ? 2). Thus F
 is smooth. That S + F is a second order equation follows from the fact that

 S is (it is a spray) and the fact that by construction of F, T7c, F(v) = 0,

 8 Using appendix B one can show that R + F has integral curves even if k = 0.
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 where wt: T9$s 9)s is the projection, so

 T7c>,(S + F)(v) = v v ,y T(sP

 which is the definition of a second order equation. The rest is obvious. q.e.d.

 Of course while S is a spray, S + F is not. Recall also that f E TeJD

 means f is a smooth divergence free vector field on M [parallel to AM if M has

 boundary].

 COROLLARY 11.3. In 11.2, let cf(t) be an integral curve for S + F in

 TCD!1. If f -O in the H8 topology, then in H8, cf(t) - c(t), an integral curve
 for s (all integral curves with the same initial condition).

 This follows because the flow of a smooth vector field depends continuous-

 ly on the vector field.

 Remark. Clearly one could allow f in 11.2 to be time dependent; so that

 S + F would become a smooth time dependent vector field on T0,,.

 12. Regularity, remarks on completeness, and the use of
 other function spaces

 The main result of this section is that geodesics in 9sX are just as differ-

 entiable as their initial conditions. This has the important consequence that

 the time of existence of a geodesic does not depend on s, so that a geodesic

 with C-o initial conditions is a curve in 9), In other words, the geodesic flow
 on Bit restricts to define a flow on Ek, This answers in the affirmative a con-
 jecture of [22] in case AM = 0. The method is inspired by [10, Ths. 7.4, 7.5].

 The implications for the Euler equations are summarized in ? 15. In case of

 boundary, we get only interior regularity.

 THEOREM 12.1. Let M be compact, possibly with boundary, s > (n/2) + 1

 and 7y(t) E gut a geodesic for the metric (, ). If P(0) E t and 7'(0) E T,(0) 0 '+k
 then rj(t) is Hs+k on int (M) for all t for which rj(t) was defined in ?D. Here

 O<k< ao.

 The same result holds for any right invariant smooth second order equa-

 tion defined on Tgse (for all s) such as S + F described in 11.2. If AM = 0
 then ry(t) e qs+k

 For the proof, we will need the following

 LEMMA 12.2. Given )7 E 03, then 7y is Hs+' on int (M) if and only if for
 all VC Te~,!g T2o V: Ma TM is an HS map.

 PROOF. We look at Trj o V locally in a coordinate chart U about p E M.

 It is not hard to choose coordinates x', * , n so that pr U = dx' A ... A dXn
 (see Moser [25]). Then Trj o V has jth component L=, (a&//&xi) Vi where V'
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 are the components of V.

 First we construct suitable V. Let X be a smooth function with support

 in U which is 1 in a neighborhood U0 of p. Suppose that p e int (M). Let

 f = Xx2 and let V = (Mf/&x2), - (f/ax1), 0, *..., 0). Then V is a smooth vector
 field with support in U, so V can be extended, by letting it equal zero outside

 of V, to a smooth vector field on M. Also a direct check shows div V =

 die = 0, so V E Te(j,). On U0, V = (1, 0, - - -, 0) so T71o2V = ayt/lx'.
 Hence Trj o V is H8 on U0 if and only if &y//&x' is Hs. Since any coordinate

 could have been choosen in place of x', the lemma holds. q.e.d.

 Remarks. If AM ? 0, the derivatives of 6 in directions parallel to the

 boundary have the expected differentiability (by the above proof), but since

 V is parallel to AM this method does not prove that the normal derivatives of

 7y are H8+k although it is probably true.

 PROOF OF 12.1. Since I+k is a group, we can assume 7y(0) = e. Pick
 Ve Te(gii) and let Ct e go be the 1 parameter subgroup generated by V. Let
 XGe Te(qD+k), and 7y = E(X) E 1j)8 where E: T(g)C) -VP. is the associate exponen-

 tial map. Thus E is smooth. Then E(Xo Ct) = E(X) ? it by right invariance.

 Applying d/dt, we get TE(TX o V) = d/dt(E(X) o t), so in particular the right
 hand side exists in T(9IPt). But for each p e M, d/dt(E(X) 0 ct(p)) = Trj 0 V(p).
 Since the H8 topology is stronger than the topology of -pointwise convergence,

 d/dt(E(X) o C) = Trj o V e T( 9S). Therefore Trj o V is an H8 map so 7y is
 H8+1(int (M)). Applying induction we flind 7y E Hs+k, and if X is Co, this is

 true for all k, so Y is-C. The theorem follows. q.e.d.

 Notice that the crucial properties used to get regularity were smoothness

 of the flow on T9Ds and right invariance.

 We remark at this point that it is not necessary to use H8 spaces in all

 of the preceding work. If one instead considers Holder spaces C k+a, k > 1,

 0 < a < 1 (or the A k+a spaces, the closure of Co in Ck+a) one gets a group of

 diffeomorphisms Ck+agD, a submanifold Ck+agD,1, and an exponential map. In

 fact it is probably possible to use any topology which is as strong as C', which

 admits a Hodge decomposition (cf. 7.1), and which satisfies the axioms B1-B5

 of Palais [27, ? 4, 11].

 We now indicate some places where it may not be clear how to use the

 Holder spaces in place of Hs. These involve situations in which we used the

 Hilbert space structure of Hs.

 Remarks 12.2. ( i ) Theorems 6.1 and 6.2 hold for the Ck spaces k > 1

 and the Holder spaces Ck+a1, k > 1, 0 < a < 1 in place of the Sobolev spaces.

 One needs only check, using obvious notations that Ck+acZ,,t and Ck+aX,,,
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 k > 1, 0 < a < 1 have closed complements in Ck+a.

 (Proof. Choose a tubular neighborhood about N as in 6.1. By using a

 bump function one is quickly reduced to considering vector fields X with sup-

 port in this neighborhood. Given X, let X' be the vector field which is (the

 bump function times) the vector field equaling X on N and extended to be

 constant on the fibers. Evidently X' has the same differentiability as X and

 Xi-, X' is continuous linear. The required splitting is, for C k+ca,,

 X = (X - XI) + X = Ck+aECp ({XI} .

 For Ck+acV11, replace X' by its normal component. That these spaces are

 topological complements follows from the fact that the projection map is con-

 tinuous. q.e.d.)

 (ii) The theorems in ?? 7, 8 carry over to the Holder space case Ck+a,

 k > 1, 0 < a < 1 (but not the Ck spaces). The necessary Hodge theory is proven

 in Morrey [24], and the Ck+a version of Theorem 7.1 follows from that. For

 8.2 (8.3) one must check that {X E Ck+%Xp I X = 0} has a closed complement
 in Ck+acXp. This can be done as follows. By 7.1(iii) write X = Y + df so
 a Y = 0 and Y E Ck+aX 1. There is a continuous linear map A: Ck+a0CX ! 0

 Ck+a I, such that a Y = 0 implies e3q(Y) = 0, ( Y) = Y on AM, and 9p(Y) = Y
 if Y = 0 on aM (proof of 7.1; see Ladyzhenskaya [18, p. 26]). The required

 splitting is then X = [- Y p(Y)] + [df + (p(Y)]. One handles the symplectic
 case 8.3 similarly.

 Kato [16] has proved (see also ?? 14, 15 and the above) that if M is a

 bounded domain in R2, and X e Cl+a(TM), (div X = 0, X parallel to AM), then

 (at) 2E(tX) e C'+cP, exists for all t, which means that the solution to Euler's
 equations exists for all time. By the above regularity theorem, we know that

 if X is H3, s 3, (respectively Ck+, k > 1, 0 < a < 1 or Coo), then 7(t) is HS
 (respectively Ck+a or Co) for all t, on int (M). (The same methods work for

 any two-manifold.)

 The existence of 7)(t) for all t, or the proof that E is complete (i.e., defined)
 on all of T(9D,), for n > 2, is an important outstanding problem, and we feel

 that the developments of this paper may lead to a solution.

 Now E is the exponential map of a homogeneous weak riemannian mani-

 fold, (bit acts on itself by right multiplication, preserving the metric) and it

 is a standard result in riemannian geometry that the exponential map for a

 homogeneous manifold is everywhere defined (has a complete associated flow).

 Unfortunately this result does not generalize to the case of weak metrics.

 The proof uses the fact that the metric balls about zero in a single tangent
 space form a neighborhood basis of zero.
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 It is also possible, however, to construct a smooth right invariant strong

 metric (, )8 on ?,. For X, Y e T,(9D8) define (in case M has no boundary)
 (X, Y)8 = (X, Y) + (A8X, Y), and extend this metric to T(9),) by right in-
 variance. This metric will be smooth (proof follows method of Appendix A).

 One can also construct a strong metric if M has boundary, and any strong

 metric suffices for the following. To show that E is defined everywhere (i.e.,

 solutions are defined for all t), it suffices to show the following. For X e Tj(g8i)

 and 7(t) = E(tX), assume y(t) is defined for t e (-s,, s2). Then if ~(t) is the
 tangent vector to the geodesic 7y(t) in Iff we must show

 ( * ) max_,<,<,2{(v(t), (t)) } <

 If (*) holds lim,,,, {y(t)} exists in iffy and E(tX) will then be defined for t > S,
 The analogous inequality is required for t < - e. This follows by examining

 the usual proof of completeness of a riemannian homogeneous space.9

 The fact that Gy is a closed submanifold of the complete (weak) rieman-

 nian manifold HB(M, M) or H8(M, M) may also be helpful in this regard. We

 shall restate the above condition in classical language in ? 15. Note also that

 completeness of the flow in one H' space (or Ck+a) with s > (n/2) + 1 (or

 k ? 1, 0 < a < 1) implies completeness in them all, including Co, by the

 regularity theorem 12.1, at least in case AM = 0.

 13. The viscous case

 We now want to study another vector field on T0D, which is related to the

 Navier-Stokes equations rather than the Euler equations (see ?? 14, 15). This

 vector field however loses derivatives and is only an everywhere defined,

 smooth vector field when s = oo. Thus to obtain existence of solutions another

 method must be used. We shall deal with this by regarding the vector field

 as a "perturbation" of the Euler vector field (? 9) and by using the Trotter

 product formula. The results are of two types. First, existence and unique-

 ness of integral curves for short time; and secondly, convergence of solutions

 to solutions of the Euler vector field as a parameter He 0.

 We shall obtain our final results only for the case of manifolds without

 boundary. This is of course a severe limitation, but seems to be unavoidable

 using the present methods, as we shall explain later. Also, because the

 Navier-Stokes equations do not share the basic geometrical nature of the
 Euler equations, one does not have such sharp results. Because the Laplace-

 de Rham operator A is the negative of that usually employed in coordinates,

 we shall write V2 = -A, so that in RW,

 9 Equivalently, we have completeness if there is an HO neighborhood of 0 on which all
 solutions are defined for fixed time e > 0.
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 02f

 V(f = a ax2

 The main result of this section is as follows

 THEOREM 13.1. Let S: Tq - T(TgD3) be the Euler vector field on 9st as
 given in ? 9.10 (possibly with forces). Here ?s is on a compact manifold

 possibly with boundary. Let, for each s, T: T4P9)" TeD)78-0 be a given map,
 where a is an integer, o > 2. Assume that T is (continuous) linear and

 generates a (strongly continuous) semi-group F,: Te!9)" Te%,9)" t > 0, and
 relative to some H8 inner product, II F, ?I _ em' for some fS > 0. Extend F, to
 Tag by

 F,(Y) = TRr, FTRr-1(Y)

 for Xe Tr,9),f and let T be the vector field

 T: Tq)3 - TT9Y0-0

 associated to the flow Ft (on T4P9t, T is just the canonical vertical lift of T).

 Then S + v T generates a unique local uniformly Lipschitz flow on T9,-1

 v > 0 and the integral curves c"(t) with c"(0) = x extend for a fixed time z > 0

 independent of v and are unique. Further,

 limit,,, c(t) = c0(t)

 for each t, 0 < t < z, the limit being in the H3 topology, s > (n/2) + 1 + 2a.

 In particular, this holds for a = 2, and T = V2 in case M has no boundary.

 One could allow T to be non-linear but the hypotheses become more com-
 plicated (see below). Before proceeding with the proof we should make some

 remarks concerning the hypotheses on the operator T. For the definition and

 properties of a strongly continuous semi-group, see for instance Yosida [33,

 Ch. IX]. That T generates F, merely means that for x e T4,,3 (d/dt)F,(x) =
 T(F,(x)) where d/dt is computed in the Te4P),-? norm. By a general theorem of
 P. Chernoff (given in Appendix B), the flow of S + vT is necessarily unique.

 Of course flow, or semi-group, has its usual meaning, namely the following
 property holds:

 Ft+3 = Ft 0 F3, t, s > O

 (where defined if Ft is a local flow). A flow Ft being uniformly Lipschitz

 means that 11 Ft(x) - F,(y) ? I _ Mt I I x - y for all x, y in a neighborhood and
 where M, is locally bounded in t.

 We also remark that if a flow Ft is uniformly Lipschitz, with Lipschitz
 constant Mt and if

 limit,-, Ft(x) = x
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 on a dense subset, then it holds for all x. Our assertion follows from the

 estimate

 I Ft(x) -x < Ft(x) -Ft(x.) + Ft(x.)-x x + x. n-x

 for x,, - x.
 Following Trotter [31], we note that for linear flows the space can be

 renormed so that the Lipschitz estimate Ft(x) - Ft(y) I 18- t e"t I I x - y ls holds.
 Indeed there are constants A > 0, M > 0 so

 1| Ft 1 < Ae"t

 (Yosida [33, p. 232]), and

 I1 I I 1 =- supt, 1 Ft(xZ) 11e--It

 is a norm equivalent to 1. However in our proof we shall need the fact that
 this holds for a Hilbert space norm. This is why we made the assumption

 in 13.1.

 If, in 13.1, T were linear in some chart, one could apply fairly easy and

 standard contraction mapping arguments. However, even though T is linear,

 T need not be, so other methods are necessary. Also since T is not a smooth

 vector field on TtDP,, it is not clear that it can locally be linearized.
 We shall state a version of the Trotter product formula on which the

 proof of 13.1 will be based. The proof of the Trotter formula is given in

 Appendix B.

 The setting is as follows. Let

 H0DH1D ... DHsDHs+'D

 be a sequence of Banach spaces with continuous dense inclusions. Let Ft: H,

 H8 be a strongly continuous flow, t > 0, (playing the role of FP below) possibly
 non-linear and possibly local, such that

 ( i ) Ft is generated by X: Hs+?- H8 and X: Hs+ Hs is of class C'
 and Ft: H832 -? H8 is of class C2;

 (ii) there is a constant M > 0 such that for x, y E H8,

 I I Ft (x)- Ft (y)l I_. e)i t1X Al-E Y S

 Also, let Y: H8 - H8 (possibly locally defined) be a smooth (or just

 Lipschitz) map which thus generates a (local) flow Gt.

 Since Y is Lipschitz, we can assume that Gt satisfies estimate (ii) above
 by increasing M if necessary [19, p. 56, Prop. 2].

 In Appendix B, the following is proven; under the above hypotheses
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 converges (locally uniformly) in x and t and defines a local uniformly Lipschitz

 flow H,: Hs -+ H8, which is generated by X + Y: HS+2` Hs. Also, these
 integral curves of X + Y are unique. Further, if Ft- = F, (the flow of v Y)
 with Htp similarly defined (the flow of X + v Y) then

 limit,,0 H]i(x) - G,(x),

 the limit in H8, for x in H8. One probably could improve these results by

 replacing 2a by a or 0 (where appropriate) but this would require considerably

 more argument than we have given.

 To prove 13.1 then, one needs only verify the above hypotheses on FP and
 T in local charts.

 First, note that F, leaves the base points of the fibers fixed, and we can
 write on T@,,

 T=TR o To TR-i, Ft = TR, o Ft o TR-i.

 Thus T is continuous in a, as is Ft. Locally, if U x Hs is a chart for TO,!,

 this means T: U x Hs_- Ha x H5+, has the form

 T(7, x) = (0, T1(7, x));

 the stated smoothness of T and Ft results in the usual way from the omega

 lemma, although one has more smoothness than we have stated (using

 Appendix A).

 With these remarks, hypothesis (i) is clear. To prove (ii) we put on TODt

 the right invariant metric which at e is the metric for which 11 F 8I, < eat.
 This metric defines (using parallel translation), local charts for TOP' of the
 form U x Hs for which the Ha metric in the second factor is this metric. Let

 H (a, v) + I ? v for A, v E U x Hs. Then if Ft(72) is the semi-group re-
 stricted to the fiber over A, so t(, v) = (I, Ft(r7) v) we see that F,(7)I 1 < et,'.

 In fact, using the ideas in Appendix A it is not difficult to show that Ft
 is smooth in r (it follows that S + vT generates a Co flow; c.f. [5]).

 Using smoothness in A, it is not hard to show that (locally)

 Y/ - I0 11 + 1I Ft(7).y - Ft(70).y 11 < elt 11 -

 for some y > 0. Therefore, letting M = max (fi, v),

 Ft(, x) - Ft(7, y)

 - 07 - Do 11 + 11 Ft(7).x - Ft(70) y

 =< 07 - )0 11 + 11 Ft().x - Ft().y 11 + 1 Ft(7).y - Ft(0).yII.

 This establishes condition (ii).

 For Theorem 13.1, it only remains to verify that for the case T = V2, we
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 get a semi-group generated on H8. We do this in the next lemma.

 LEMMA 13.2. Let M be compact without boundary. Then -A generates

 a strongly continuous contraction semi-group on the spaces Hs(TM), s=

 O.9 1, 2,**, and on Te,ga, s > (n/2) + 1.
 PROOF. As is well known [33, p. 4201, for a vector field v, sufficiently

 smooth there is a unique smooth solution to the equation

 fiV =-AV, t > ?O.
 at

 We show that this semi-group, say Tt is a contraction on HS(TM) when suit-

 ably normed. Indeed, a Hilbert norm is this

 Iv @ 112 = 1+ IIv' + ((d + 8)sv, (d + )sv)(,

 (by ellipticity of the laplacian). Now

 dt dt (vit vt) 2(-Avt, vt)0 -2((d ? (3)vt, (d ? e3)vt) ? 0

 so the H0 norm is decreasing. Also, we similarly have

 dt
 ?t (( 3 )svt, (d ? )8v^)O =-2((d + (3)s+lvt, (d ? a)s+1v4,o ? 0.

 Thus Tt extends uniquely as a map of Hs to Hs, is continuous linear and is a
 contractive semi-group; that is

 1 t I <?1.

 Now Ttv v as t 0 in H8 for v smooth [33] so by an earlier remark, this also
 holds for v E Hs. Since bA = A(, we also have a strongly continuous semi-
 group induced on the divergence free vector fields. q.e.d.

 If M has boundary, the general scheme of 13.1 holds, but in that case

 13.2 is false (as was pointed out by T. Kato). Note that on TO-, although A
 commutes with 6, it does not preserve the boundary condition (of tangency to

 AM), and so must be followed by the projection Pe. We will remark further on
 this below.

 14. Relationship with the classical equations

 We shall now show how the solutions for the vector fields obtained in
 previous sections are related to the classical equations. We shall also explain
 in some detail why the classical Euler equations lose derivatives yet the vector

 field S: T01st T2V, does not.
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 Let M be compact, possibly with boundary. Let Z: TM T2M be the

 spray associated to the metric of M and

 S: T - T2 , Xi ,TP(ZoX)

 the spray associated to the weak riemannian metric (,)on Ads (see 11.1). To

 compute S in a more explicit form we must compute TP. In doing this we use

 the following notation.

 Let wT: TM - M be the projection so that TwT: T2M OTM. An element

 w E T2M is vertical if and only if Twr(w) 0 0 (in coordinates, the third com-

 ponent is zero). Let v E TmM and w C TmM. Define the lift of w relative to

 v by

 (w) = (v + tw) I,0 c T2M.
 dt

 If v = 0, this defines a map TmM T2M called the canonical vertical lift.

 Clearly (w)l is vertical, 7rw(w)l, v, 7r1: T2M -TM being the projection; and in
 coordinates:

 (w)l - (m, v, 0, w) e T2M.

 If v is understood or clear from the context we omit writing it. One can

 easily check that a map f: M - T2M is vertical if and only if f =at for some

 a: M-) TM (the lift is with respect to 7r of).

 PROPOSITION 14.1. ( i) Let X: M-> T2M be an Hs map covering r E Os.

 Then we can write

 X ua+ T(go r-')og

 where g: M TM, u: M TM, and v = wc1(X). Also, at and T(g o r'-1) o g are

 Hs-1 maps.

 (ii) Let P be the projection map defined in 9.5 [resp. 10.1 if aM P 01.

 Then for a: Me TM and v: Me TM, (covering a E Os),

 TP[(ff)V,] = (P(Uf))P(V,

 (iii) for g: M-X TM covering rj E ci

 TP(T(g or/') o g) ={T(Pe[g o t2i1])} o g

 where Pe is the usual projection onto the divergence free part (parallel to

 aM).

 Remark. Note that if X is H8, the two summands in (i) are only Hs-1.
 This is due to the way X is split up. In (ii) and (iii) however, TP preserves

 the differentiability of its arguments. Hence applying TP to (i) we get a loss
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 of a derivative in each term separately, but not in the sum. We will discuss

 this point more explicitly below.

 PROOF OF 14.1. ( i ) Let g = T7w o X and f = X- T(g o -1) o g. We want

 to check that f is vertical. Indeed,

 Thof = TzoX - T(7rogor-')og = g - g = 0

 since w o g o Al is the identity.

 (ii) Let fe T Hs, so a' = f: M T2M covers v: M TM. Let a(t) =

 v + ta, so that a(O) = v and a'(0) = a= f. Then by definition of the tangent,

 TP(f)= d(v + ta) = P(r) at t=O
 dt

 by linearity of P on THS.

 (iii) from the fact that Pa - TR, o Pe o TRI-C, it is easy to see that it
 suffices to prove (iii) at r = identity. Thus, let g be a H8 vector field on M

 and let rt be the flow of g, so r}t is a CI curve in 08 (3.3, 6.3). Let C, = g ? )7,
 so 4 = g and ' = Tg o g (and C, is a CI curve in the Hs-' maps of M to T2M).

 Then since T =R(g),

 TP( Tgog) = P(4) = d?TRyPe(g) - dt (g) o rt = T(P.(g)) o g

 at t = 0. q.e.d.

 PROPOSITION 14.2. The splay S(X) = TP(Zo X) on TO"1 is given as fol-

 lows: Let Xe T,08. Then

 S(X) = T(X o 9-) o X - (P6[Vx 0iX o7])-* 0 7y.

 Note. As above, each term is only Hl-' but the difference is H8.

 PROOF OF 14.2. We use the following formula from differential geometry:

 for a vector field v on M,

 Zo v = Tvo v - (Vvv)0

 (see [6]), so that

 ZoX = T(Xo -')oX -(Vo-,X? -') o

 since X o a7l is a vector field.
 The result is thus a consequence of 14.1. q.e.d.

 We now make several remarks which should help to explain the apparent
 loss of derivatives. Let X be an element of TeDs so X is an Hs divergence free
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 vector field [parallel to &M]. Because Z is C-, that

 ZoX TXoX - VxX

 is Hs is clear (even though the terms separately are not Hs). As TP(Zo X)

 is H', we find, by comparing Zo X with 14.2, that the following holds. If X

 is H8, 3X = 0 and

 VxX = Y + dp

 is the Hodge decomposition of VX, then dp is Hs, although VX and Y will

 only be Hs-'. This is what we shall explain. Now

 adp - Ap - &VYX.

 Let us compute 6VxX in euclidean space (the general case is similar). Indeed,
 if X has coordinates Xi, we have

 (yXYi =J'1xi a8x

 so that

 6VxX = divVxX = E aX' &Xi

 the second derivatives of X having dropped out because div X = 0. Thus as

 X is Hs, 0VxX is Hs-1. Hence Ap is H8-'. By regularity of the laplacian
 ,(Friedrich's theorem; [33, p. 177]), p is Hs+' at interior points, so dp is Hs.

 In case AM # 0 one must also check the boundary values. We shall show that

 the normal component of dp is H8 (actually Hs-112 when restricted to &M).

 Indeed,

 ndp = n(VxX).

 As is well known, n(VxX) = S(X, X) the second fundamental form of aM and

 S is a (smooth) tensor. Thus n(dp) = S(X, X) has the same differentiability

 as X. Hence dp is Hs and not merely H-'.

 It is precisely the above essentially geometrical nature of the Euler

 equations which enables our methods to work, and why Arnold's observation

 [3] is such a beautiful and fruitful one. The above computations do not appear

 in Appendix A because the appropriate regularity theory is built into the

 Hodge decomposition.

 Now we are ready to derive the Euler equations. We shall do it directly

 using the formula of 14.2 for the geodesic spray. See [3] and [22] for an alter-
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 native derivation. It is convenient first to prove

 LEMMA 14.3. Let S: TT -t T2V , be a right invariant second order equa-

 tion with (local) flow Ft. Let

 Ht: T, 90t > Tet 0

 H,(v) = (Ftv) o r)-' - t = ~-(Ft v),

 UT: T -4tt14 the projection. Then Ht is a local flow generated by Y, where

 Y(v) 1= S(v) - Tv v

 (the domain of Y is H8+'). Conversely if vt is an integral curve of Y in HE

 and vt has flow rYt E Aft (by 8.5) then

 Ft(v) = vt ?orYt .

 PROOF. First we check the (local) flow property for Ht. Now Ht+8(v) =

 Ft+,(v)or)-1.. Since F is right invariant,

 Ht(H,(v)) = Ft(F8(v) o r)-') o rsa = Ft(F8(v)) o rr-'or 0 -,

 where ry,,t = it(Ft(F,(v) o ri) Since F is a flow, we get Ft+8(v) o Y)-1 o r)-l. How-
 ever by the fact that Pi and right translation commute, i.e., R, o r = w o TRI,
 we get

 -= i(Ft(F8(v) o Y)= i (Ft(F8(v)) o r-=

 so Ht is a flow. Let v e TeT-It; Then we want to show that in H,.
 (d/dt)Ht(v) = Y(v). However,

 d (Ft(v) o -1)= -TFt(v) o Try) dyjt , ?-, S(v)-1

 (by the formula for the derivative of inverse map given in ? 2 and Leibnitz

 rule), which at t = 0 equals S(v) - Tv v since dyt/dt = Ft(v) by the second
 order equation property (Yt is a base integral curve). The last part follows
 in a similar way. q.e.d.

 For the Euler equations, we use the following which summarizes the above

 work.

 THEOREM 14.4. Let M be a compact riemannian manifold possibly with

 boundary and Sf = S + F the second order equation constructed on Tab in

 11.2. Then if vt is an integral curve of Sf in T08, s > (n/2) + 1, and

 Vt = Vt 0Yat 9 a~t = 7(vt) ,

 then vit is an integral curve of the vector field on Teapot (domain TeQJs+i) given
 by
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 Y(u) = -Pe(VuU) + f .

 Conversely, if u, is anl integral curve of Y(u) in Hs with flow rt then ut ? ^,
 is an integral curve in T03! of Sf.

 PROOF. This follows at once from 14.3 and 14.2 and the facts that Sf is
 a right invariant second order equation (11.1), and if u C TeWg+', then

 Sf(u) = S(u) + f

 where S is given in 14.2. q.e.d.

 Note that, combining 14.2, 14.3 the term Tu o u cancels, so the remaining

 term is only HS-' for u e Hs (the source of the derivative loss).

 We shall reformulate these results in terms of the classical equations, by

 means of 14.4 in ? 15.

 Using 14.3 and 13.1 we prove the following in the same way as 14.4.

 THEOREM 14.5. Let M be a compact manifold without boundary and

 E + v T the vector field of 13.1,

 E + )T: T6PW , T26Ds-

 where T= -A = V2. Then if s > (n/2) + 1 + 2.2 = (n/2) + 5 we have: a

 curve vt e TDI4 is an integral curve of E + v T if and only if

 Vt = Vt o (to, Yt = 7(v)

 is an integral curve of the vector field

 Y: Tel > Tee9D,72

 given by

 Y(u) = pV U - Pe(Vu(u)) + f.

 We take M without boundary for the reasons explained in ? 13.

 13. Summary of the results in classical notation

 We now transcribe the results obtained above into classical notation so

 that the nature of the specific results can be seen more clearly. First, for the

 Euler equations let us consider the following initial value problem. Our

 solutions are all classical so derivatives may be interpreted literally (cf. [18]).

 Note that there are no topological restrictions on the domain M.

 15.1. Problem (E). Let M be a compact riemannian oriented n-manifold

 possibly with (Cog) boundary AM. Let f be a given divergence free Co- vector

 field on M (which is tangent to AM). Find a time dependent vector field ut

 (and hence its associated flow Yt) such that

 ( i ) u, is a given initial condition with div u, = 0 (and u, tangent to AM)
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 (ii) (autl/ot) + tu, = grad pt + f for some pt: M > R and
 (iii) div ut = 0 (and ut is tangent to &M).

 Because of (iii) and the Hodge decomposition, grad pt is determined by the
 decomposition

 Vutu, = Y + dpt

 for Vqtnt (see 7.2). We also have, in previous notation,

 Pe(VutqTtt) = VutUt Cdpt .

 As explained in ? 11, we could also allow f to depend on time, and we have

 chosen f Co for simplicity (generally for solutions in Hs [resp. C kaI], f should
 be in Hs [resp. Ck+a].

 We remark that the equations could be rewritten using the Lie derivative

 instead of the covariant derivative; namely

 Pe(VLU)- = Pe(LuR)

 where R is the one form associated to u via the metric since Vyu and LUit

 differ by a gradient; namely grad (<U, u>/2); cf. [221.
 We call the flow rt of ut the configuration of the fluid. From 14.4 we

 see that Yt is the geodesic (if f = 0) starting at e in direction u0 in jp.
 The stationary solutions (i.e., u0 = ut, Y), = flow of uo) occur if and only if

 VU0 u0- f is exact, i.e., Pe(VufuTo) = f. This occurs for instance if f = 0 and Uo
 is irrotational (dun = 0), because then

 LU0iU0 = iuodUo + diu(iUo = di4uJo

 is exact. Note that u0 is irrotational if and only if u0 is a harmonic field and

 since u0 is parallel to the boundary, the space of such u0 is finite dimensional.

 Other stationary solutions of course exist, such as circular motion of a disc

 (the corresponding vector field is harmonic but is not a harmonic field).

 15.2. Results concerning Problem (E). Let s > (n/2) + 1.'

 ( i ) (Existence and uniqueness.) If uO is an Hs vector field, div u0 = 0

 and uo parallel to AM, there is a unique solution ut defined for - Z < t < z

 for some z > 0; Ut is an Hs vector field and is C' as a function of (t, x) for

 - z < t < z, and x C M. The configuration 7t is an Hs (in particular a C1)

 volume preserving diffeomorphism.

 (ii) (Continuous dependence on initial conditions.) For each uo, the

 z > 0 in (i) is uniform in a whole Hs neighborhood of uo and the map U, H-+ Ut
 is continuous for each t, -z- < t < z-. Each ut is a continuous curve in H8

 I We have proven uniqueness only for s > n/2 + 2 because of this restriction in 3.4.
 However in this case one can prove it directly by a classical argument, or else by noting

 H8 c Cl+a for some a > 0. if S > (n12) + 1. and using the fact that 3.4 holds for C1+a.
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 and in particular limitt. ut = -uo in the Hs topology.'"

 (iii) (Regularity of solutions.) If u, is C ", so is ut on int (M) ut and as

 a function of (t, x) is C", as long as ut is defined in Hs. The map uF - u ts
 smooth in the C" topology."

 (iv) (Limit of zero force.) Let vf be the solution with forces f. If f -
 in Hs then vf - vt in Hs for each t; z > 0 is independent of f-? 0.

 (v) (Extendibility for all t.) Let (-a, b) be the maximal open interval

 on which a solution ut is defined. Then a = - and b = co if and only if
 for every finite open subinterval (-a,, b,) c-(a, b), SUP-a,<t<b, 11 Ut 11, < o
 If solutions are extendible for all t for some s, they are for all s as well, if

 AM= 0.

 (vi) (2-dimensional case.) If M is a bounded open region in RI (with

 smooth boundary), solutions exist in C '+0 for all t C R (so the above proper-

 ties hold for all t). (The same holds for any compact 2-manifold.)

 (vii) (Covering theorem.) Suppose f = 0. For each s there is an s > 0

 such that if ry E ,st is within s of the identity in the Hs norm, then there is

 a unique u,, an Hs initial condition with II uo < < such that if ,t is the con-
 figuration (i.e. the flow) of the solution Ut, we have rAl = )2.

 (viii) (Variational principle.) Suppose f = 0. There is, for each s, a

 neighborhood U of the identity e C 083 such that the solution configuration rt
 is the unique C' curve joining e and ry, (for ry, e U, a > 0) which minimizes"

 the H' energy: X(ut, ut)dt, where (u, v) = 5<u(m), v(m)>p(m) <, > being the

 metric on M, and where ut = at o 72-' is the solution to problem (E).

 15.3. Important remark. In the above results, the spaces Hs,

 s > (n/2) + 1 can be replaced by the Holder (or A) spaces C k+a for k > 1 and

 O < a < 1.

 We now indicate where the results of 15.2 were proven. The main link

 with the vector field Sf on Tedj is given in 14.4. Thus solutions vt on T9iDf

 with (t = ib(vt) and solutions ut are related by ut = vt o 7t 1 and since SI is a
 second order equation,

 d = vt = ut o

 so rt is the flow (configuration) of ut. Thus (i) and (ii) are clear if we keep in

 10 We have not proven (and it is probably false) that the map no i-* ut is smooth or even
 Lipschitz in the H' topology.

 11 Because the metric is weak, the minimum is only over curves lying in a sufficiently
 small neighborhood (that it minimizes over all curves is unknown).
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 mind that 01, is a topological group and that ut is a C' curve in H8-'(TM)(so

 the derivative exists pointwise). Result (iii) comes again from the fact that

 08 is a topological group and Theorem 12.1. Also, (iv) is an immediate con-

 sequence of 11.3, and (v) was shown in ? 12. As we indicated in ? 12, (vi)

 results from Kato [16]; (vii) comes from the fact that S is a smooth spray on

 TOB, so its exponential map is a local diffeomorphism [19, p. 72]. Finally (viii)
 also results from smoothness of S and the usual proof of the corresponding

 fact for riemannian metrics (see for instance Milnor, Morse Theory). Note

 that, by right invariance,

 (ut, ut)dt = (vt, vt)dt

 Next we consider the analogue of the above for the Navier-Stokes equa-

 tions (a viscous fluid).

 15.4. Problem (NS). Let M be a compact n-manifold without boundary."2

 Find a time dependenet vector field ut (and the configuration t) such that

 (i ) uo is a given initial condition with div u0 = 0

 (ii) (aut/at) -_ V2ut + Vutut = grad (Pt) + f for given v > 0 and f (f is
 Co with divf = 0)

 (iii) div ut = 0.

 15.5. Results Concerning Problem (NS). Let"3 s > (n/2) + 5.

 ( i ) (Existence and uniqueness). If uO is an H8 vector field, there is a

 unique solution ut defined for 0 < t < z, z > 0. Also ut is an H8 vector

 field and is C' as a function of (t, x). The configuration rt is an HI volume
 preserving diffeomorphism.

 (ii) (Continuous dependence on initial conditions). The solution ut
 depends continuously on uO in the H8 topology; the z > 0 can be chosen uni-

 form in an Hs neighborhood of uO, and

 limite,0 Ut = UO
 in the Hs topology.

 (iii) (Limit of zero force). If uf is the solution for forces f (V fixed) then

 limitf,0 uf = u' in H8 topology.
 (iv) (Limit of zero viscosity). If for f fixed, ul is the solution in H8 for

 Lv > 0 then ul exist for time z > 0 independent of v (for v sufficiently small)
 and

 limit 0 ul = Ut

 in the H8 topology (in particular convergence is uniform, as is convergence

 12 See footnote 2 in Introduciton.

 '3 The associated non-linear flow is defined for s > (n/2) + 1.
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 of first derivatives; kth derivatives if s > (n/2) + k).

 [Note that if ul tu in H' then du" du' (the vorticity) in H'-'.]
 These results follow at once from 13.1, 14.5 (and Appendix B). Note that

 we have no regularity theorem when v # 0 (the method of ? 12 does not apply

 as the Navier-Stokes equations are not related to a smooth vector field on T9D3e

 like the Euler equations were). One requires a general theorem for the Trotter

 product formula in Appendix B; cf. [5].

 15.6. Remarks concerning problem (NS). (i ) The use of the Holder

 spaces in this result would require considerable modification of the proofs.

 (ii ) In case of manifolds with boundary one replaces V2 with V2 =P o V2.

 This does generate a good semi-group on the I0 vector fields parallel to the
 boundary [18, p. 83] but for H8 with s > 1, one must use the vector fields

 vanishing on AM rather than parallel to AM. Thus the boundary conditions are

 incompatible with the v = 0 boundary conditions (even if u0 = 0 on AM, ut
 may only be parallel to AM in the non-viscous case). Thus it seems that weak

 solutions and convergence as H e 0 in H0 may be more appropriate in case

 AM # 0 (see remarks also in ? 1 and ? 13). However if V2 were replaced by

 another operator with the same boundary conditions as the non-viscous case,

 the method of 13.1 would apply and strong solutions as well as strong H3 con-

 vergence as H e 0 would result. Thus the viscous case for small viscosity for

 manifolds with boundary remains open (see [18, p. 141] if v is not too small).

 (iii) The non-boundary case can differ qualitatively from the boundary

 case. For instance in the boundary case (with boundary condition u = 0),

 solutions ut o 0 as t o -x. For no boundary this need not happen. For example
 harmonic vector fields are constant in t.

 Appendix A. Smoothness of the projection map

 In ? 9 we defined a bundle map P: T08 t -d TiD> using the Hodge de-
 composition. Using a method inspired by Ebin [10, Th. 7.1], we shall prove

 that P is a smooth map. We shall first do the case in which M has no boundary,

 but by a method which generalizes to the boundary case.

 The reader is warned that in general an operation of the form To=

 TR, o Te o TR,-, on T9Ds need not be smooth in )7. Rather one must use the
 special form of Te.

 We shall use the following

 LEMMA 1. Let E, F, and G be vector bundles over a manifold X and

 a f m ti i X

 an exact sequence of smooth bundle maps with J = go = identity on X. These
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 ker f, im f and im g are subbundles of E and F respectively.

 Here exact just means imf = ker g and this space, as well as kerf splits

 See [19, III ? 3] for the definition of subbundle and for a similar lemma.

 One proves Lemma 1 as follows. Let, at a point u E X, A = ker f, B =
 ker g24, and C be a complement for B. Then f has the form (symbolically),

 B C

 A (x y

 B w z

 sof: U x A x B U x B x C (U open in X), where x, y, w, z are maps on

 the indicated spaces (depending on X E X). Now w is a local isomorphism.

 Extendf to the map h: A x B x C OA x B x C;

 Id x y

 he0 w z).

 0 0 Id

 We desire maps such that

 a b 0 Id 0 0

 e d 0 h 0 e f =JId

 0 0 Id 0 g h

 which can be done by choosing a = Id, c = 0, h = Id, g = 0, b = -xw-', f =

 - w'g, d = w', e = Id and noting by exactness that y = xw-'z. The lemma

 follows. q.e.d.

 For compact manifolds M and N (M possibly with boundary), and wr: E

 N a vector bundle (finite dimensional) over N then we have a bundle map

 c:H3(Mq E) ,H-3(Mg N); f! . 7r 0 f

 (see ? 2 and [27]).

 For M compact (without boundary at present) we will take N = M and

 E = Ak the bundle of k-forms.

 LEMMA 2. Define d: Hs(M, Ak) t Ys - H`'(Mq Ak+l) P Q)s by

 dr. = R, d 0R,-

 where R, has obvious meaning (f i- f o a). Then d is a smooth bundle map.
 There is a similar result for 8.

 PROOF. (This lemma is in fact generally true for differential operators.)

 Locally, d,(f) is a rational combination of f, Df, A, Dry (the base point ( being
 fixed), so smoothness is evident as multiplication of Hs maps is smooth. See

 ? 2 and [10, Th. 7.1]. q.e.d.
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 LEMMA 3. Let SJC C Hs(Ak) be a finite dimensional subspace whose ele-

 ments are C- and let AR: Hl(Ak) X SC be a continuous projection. Then for

 (i ) letting XC, = {If H'(M, Ak) I f E RJC} and E = U,,c, XJ, E is a
 subbundle of H'(M, Ak) t [s

 (ii) Rk defined by AC = Rro o o R,-, is a smooth bundle map. Thus,
 E = im 9R and ker !R are subbundles as are im (Id - A) and ker (Id -

 This lemma is also general; Ak could be any vector bundle over M.

 PROOF. By lemma 1, and the exact sequence H'(M, Ak) ?if PO E 0
 for any projection P such as aR and Id - ', it suffices to show fk is smooth.

 Let f,1 * * *, fm be an orthonormal basis of JC. Then as R is linear, it suffices
 to prove that the map

 f F- (f o)[-' f) Afo (fA = fjOA)gorfj?2

 (where f covers A) is a smooth bundle map (choosing a suitable orthonormal

 basis in HS(Ak), R(f) = E (f, fi)f,). This follows because fi and g are Co.
 q.e.d.

 LEMMA 4. ker d and im d (d is defined in Lemma 2) are subbundles of

 Hs(M, Ak) t [s and H8- '(M, Ak+l) t 's respectively. Similarly ker 6 and im 6
 are subbundles.

 PROOF. This is an immediate consequence of Lemmas 1, 2, 3 and the

 exact sequence of smooth bundle maps

 Hs(M, Ak) gjs im (Id - A ) d Hs-2(M, Ak+O) t 9DS
 where 9R: Hs-'(Ak) Hs-1(Ak) is the H0 orthogonal projection onto the har-
 monic forms. q.e.d.

 LEMMA 5. Let Pe: HS(A'(M)) H'(A'(M)) be the orthogonal projection
 determined by the Hodge decomposition as described earlier. Then

 Pe((O) = A)d 4- 8-A-1dw

 where Pk is the (H0 orthogonal) projection onto the harmonic forms.

 PROOF. The Hodge decomposition of o) is

 Co = A(&1(w - A@R)) + Rao

 (see ? 2), and

 Pe) = od(&-'(@-g od)) + FRw

 is the divergence free part. Since d- = A-Id and dUcw = 0, the result fol-

 lows. q.e.d.
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 Thus to show P is a smooth bundle map, by Lemma 3 it suffices to show

 that RazA-'dR,-i = RAJ-&R,-,d is smooth in (2. This will follow from the
 next lemma.

 LEMMA 6. Consider d: H"(Ak) H"-l(Ak-l). Then restricted,

 d I (im 8): 3(Hs+'(Ak)) d(H-(A')) is an isomorphism with inverse oJA-'. Let
 F= 0-(HS+1(Ak)) = ker J ? ?C where .X is the harmonic fields and E denotes

 the H0 orthogonal complement, so that F = im (Id - sR) where A: ker a -C
 is the projection onto XC. Then

 F= UF F, Fr,= {fG H8(MAk)IfcR7F}

 is a subbundle of HS(M, Ak) t Further,

 d: F- imd

 is a bundle isomorphism with smooth inverse 6A-' where

 Remark. To prove F is a subbundle we must write it ker o0 X5C because

 Lemma 4 does not apply when s is replaced by s + 1.

 PROOF. That d t (im J) is an isomorphism with inverse J&-' comes at once
 from the Hodge decomposition. By Lemma 4, ker a is a subbundle and A is a

 smooth map on ker a by Lemma 3. Hence im (Id - R) = F is a subbundle.
 By Lemma 2, d: F = im d is smooth and by the first part it has inverse

 JA&, so d is a bijection. But the inverse of a smooth bijection which is a bundle

 map covering the identity is smooth (the inverse function theorem). Hence

 6A-1 is a smooth map. q.e.d.

 Since the projection map is given by

 P = _R ? 0'-'-,

 it is a smooth map by combining Lemmas 2, 3, and 6. Of course proving P on one-

 forms is smooth is the same as proving it is smooth on vector fields. Notice

 that we proved that P on general k forms is smooth and not merely on one

 forms.

 If M has boundary one can use the same proof as above, except that one
 must keep track of the boundary conditions. The extra things which are re-

 levant are as follows:

 One works with HS(M, M) and so H-5(M, Ak(M)) Ds can be identified
 with H8(M, Ak(M)) S when restricted this way. First one must check that

 Ht(M. Ak(MU)) r 9,Is

 is a smooth bundle; t denotes elements of Hz(M, Ak(M)) which are tangent to

 OM (when right translated to the identity). That this is a subbundle of
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 Hs(M, Ak(M)) ? iDs can be proven in exactly the same was as in ? 6 where we

 proved that Ht(M, TM) lD R is a subbundle of Hs(M, TM) 93, namely by
 using a metric making AM totally geodesic to define the differential structure

 (of course we do not assume the given metric on M has this property).

 For Lemma 3 one replaces iR by t, the HI orthogonal projection on Xt,
 the harmonic fields tangent to AM, which also satisfies the conditions of Lem-

 ma 3 (see ? 7).

 In Lemma 5 the correct formula is (see ? 7 and [24, Th. 7.7.4])

 Pe: HS(Ak(M)) - 8

 Pe(a)) - Se)+ adAzt( - Rt- )

 Again it suffices to work with the last term. By [24, Th. 7.7.5(i)], we have

 adAt 1(o - Rto) = aAt 7dQ .

 (In contrast to the non-boundary case, one can interchange A` with d or o

 only under appropriate conditions). In Lemma 6 one uses

 a: HS(A k) ,HS _1(A k)

 so that F = im (Id - kt)-) = a(H.:+1(Ak). With these modifications, the same
 proof goes through as above.

 Appendix B. The Trotter product formula

 In this appendix we prove the assertions made in ? 13 concerning a smooth

 vector field Y: Hs - Hs with (local) flow Gt and a (one sided local) flow
 Ft: HS O t ? 0 generated by X:H8 -sche (X is Cl) such that Ft: H8+2
 Hs is C2 and admits the estimate

 II Ft(x) - Ft(y) I < exlt x - yff8

 (with the same estimate for Gt). This condition is analogous to the norm con-
 dition of Trotter [31]. For more details on the Trotter formula and its appli-
 cations in the linear case, see Chernoff [4]. Of course here Ft and Gt are non-
 linear.

 We proceed by a number of lemmas.

 LEMMA 1. For x0 e Hs and V a neighborhood of xo, there is a neighbor-

 hood U of x, in Hs such that for t sufficiently small, x e U implies

 (Ft/n o Gtxn )n(x) C V , n = 1, 2, 3,.

 PROOF. Let V be an s-ball. Find within a/2 of x0, a yo e H8+6; a is deter-
 mined below. We first prove the assertion for y,. Indeed, by differentiability
 with respect to t,
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 158 EBIN AND MARSDEN

 11Ft,. ? Gtnyo - yo |s< K t , n = 1, 2, ...
 n

 for a constant K.

 Now we claim, inductively,

 II(Ft,. o Gt I)kyo -yo y 0 < Kte 2t, k = 1, 2, *.., n
 which will be our assertion for y0. Indeed,

 I1 Fq. ? Gtl.)ky, - Yo II. < k=1 || (Ftl. ? Gtn) -yo (Ft,. ? Gt/n)Yolyls
 < Lk= 12t.,,,rj/n 11F~ tnoY 1 ik le~tI Ft/n Gt1nY0 - YO II.~
 < e2-1 tKt

 We can therefore suppose that

 | (Ft/n o Gtln)"O - f 1.<2
 2

 forn = 1,2,3, .. andO < t < forsomer> 0, sayr< 1.

 Now for general y near x0, we have by the Lipschitz assumption, as above,

 II (Ft/n o Gt -n)n _(Ft/n o Gt/1,)nyo II, < e2_11t II Y - Y0 II.

 Thus if 11y - yo I . < 3, where e21'1 < s/2, then

 (Ft/n o Gt/n - I . q.e.d.

 Thus, Lemma 1 guarantees that our iterations (Ft/n o Gt/n)ny will remain
 defined. This is necessary as F and G may be only locally defined.

 LEMMA 2. For x0 e HS+20, there is a neighborhood V of x0 and a constant
 T > 0 such that for x e V,

 I I Ft o Gt(x) -Gt o Ft(x) I < Tt2

 for 0 < t < z (z as above).

 PROOF. Let qt(x) = Ft o Gt(x) -Gt o Ft(x). Then qpt is, by smoothness of
 X and Y of class C2 in t, with second derivative locally bounded in x. (By
 the Lipschitz assumption, Ft, Gt all map a neighborhood V into a given neigh-

 borhood U for all 0 < t < w). One easily checks that qp = 0 and dqp/dt ItKo = 0,
 so the result follows by Taylor's theorem. q.e.d.

 The key estimate is as follows.

 LEMMA 3. For x e Hs +2, with T as above, and on neighborhoods suffi-
 ciently small so Lemma 1 holds, we have for each m > n,

 II (Ft/n o Gtln)"(X) - (Ftim ? Gtim)m(x) II, < 2Tt2e2Jt
 n

 so that (Ft1/ o Gt1n)f(x) converges in H8 (locally uniformly in x, t). Call the
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 limit Ht.

 PROOF. First take the case m = nl, 1 = 1, 2, ***. Then we shall prove

 the inequality without the factor 2. Now

 (Ft,,, o Gtl.)" = [Ftlnl O * O Ft/nl O Gt/nl O * O Gt/nl] ? [ ] ? ... [ ]

 1 terms_

 n terms

 Note that to permute Ft/nl ? * * Ft/nlo Gtnl o * * Gt/nl into (Ftnl o Gtanl)n re-
 quires no more than 12 permutations, so that no more than nl2 are required in

 all. Hence by the triangle inequality, at x,

 11 (Ftn ? Gtl)a - (Ft/nl o Gt/n )nl Ils

 < 11{(Ftnl~ o (t/n)1jn _ {(tn~-1(Gt/nl 0 Ft/nj)(Gt/n1Yl-11{Ft/n1 o Gt/nll n-1 I is __ II J(t,) o -G/ {(. t1nl)1-(l~ ~~}~
 + + II (Gt/nl ? Ft/nl)(Ft/nl ? Gt/ )nl-l -(Ft/nl ? Gt/nl)'n' II

 < ,?ft )2 2Mlt Tt2 2 IIt
 nl n

 as required.

 For general m, we have, by the above estimate,

 I(Ftn o Gt/n - (Ftjm o Gtim)mx II < II (Ftl. o Gtjn)nx - (Ft/mn o Gtimnf)mnX Ifi

 + I I (Ftimn o Gt/mn)mtx - (Ft/m o Gt/m)mx I Is

 < Tt2 e2-It + Tt2 e2t < 2Tt2 q.e.d.
 n m n

 Thus Ht is defined on a neighborhood U nH HS+20 for U open in Hs (the

 constant T above is bounded only on an HS+20 neighborhood, but r depends

 only on U).

 LEMMA 4. We have II Ht(x) - Ht(y) II, < e2"t || x - y IS, so Ht extends
 uniquely to a map on a neighborhood in HS. Further, Ht is continuouts in t

 and defines a local flow, t < 0.

 PROOF. From the Lipschitz property for F and G, we have

 II (Ftl, o Gtl )Jx - (Ftl, o Gtl,)"y I. < e2l .11 xv - y.

 For x, y e un Hs 20, let n oo to get (Lemma 3),

 ||IHt(x) - HtI(y) I s < e 2|t | - _ y II,

 The unique extension holds, for Ht is uniformly continuous. Continuity of

 Ht(x) in t holds because the convergence in Lemma 3 is locally uniform in t.

 Continuity of Ht on a dense subset plus the Lipschitz estimate implies Htu is
 continuous in t for all u e U (this was remarked in ? 13).
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 To show HI is a flow, we show H8, = H. o H,. First, suppose s = t. Then
 if x e H8+20

 H,,(Z) = limit... (F2tl. ? G2to.)"(X)

 Letting n = 2k,

 (F2t/n ? G2tl.)" = (Ftlk CGtlk) ? (Ft/k ? Gtlk)k

 we have, by uniformity of the convergence in H8+20,

 H2t(x) = Ht(Ht(x)) .

 This is similarly proven for s and t rationally related. Hence, the flow prop-

 erty holds on a dense subset, so by continuity in t, it holds. q.e.d.

 LEMMA 5. Ht is generated by X + Y. That is, for x e H8s20,

 d (Htx) = (X + Y)(Ht(x)) .
 dwt

 PROOF. We compute limitt .+ (Ht(x) - x)/t (the result at general t follows

 as H, is a flow).

 (Ht(x) - x) = limit-.". [(Ftl, o Gtl.)-(x) - x]/t
 t

 = limit~ ([(Ftl. ? Gtl,)"(x) - Gt,(x))] ? [Gn (x) - xJ )
 t

 Thus it suffices to prove that

 limitt .mitimitt, [(Ft,, ? Gt - "(x)-Ft(x)J/t = X(x) .

 Now from Lemma 3, 11 (Ft,, o Gt,)"(x) -Gt o Ft(x) I < 2Tt2e2v't, so

 (Ftl, o Gt-,) F(x)-Ft(x) _ X(x)
 t

 -< II [(Ft/. ? Gt/,)n(x) - ? Fo(x)J/t ?x + t GI t Ft(x) - Gt(x) - X(x)
 t

 ? 2Tte2MVt + Gt ? Ft(x) - Gt(x) _Xx)
 t

 But as Gt is smooth,

 dt ot oFt(x) = Y(GtoFt(x)) + TG0tX(Ft(wX))

 so at t-O we get Y(x) + X(x). Thus
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 limits Gt(Ft(x)) -Gt(x) _ X(x)
 t

 = limit GtG(Ft(x)) -X _ Gt(x) - x _ X(x)

 = Y(x) + X(x) - Y(x) - X(x) = 0. q.e.d.

 Next we deal with uniqueness of integral curves. The result is the fol-
 lowing adaptation of part of a result of Paul Chernoff (which in view of
 Lemmas 4 and 5, applies to Ht).

 LEMMA 6. (cf. Chernoff-Marsden [5, ? 7]). Let E be a Banach space and
 HI, t > 0, a local flow on E generated by Y on a dense domain. Suppose HI
 leaves the domain invariant and

 11 H,(x) - t(y) 11 < Mt 11 x - y

 and M, is locally bounded in t (actually this is redundant). Then integral
 curves of Y are unique, and are given by HN.

 PROOF. For x in the domain of Y, let c(t) be an integral curve of Y,
 c(O) = x, t ? 0. We will prove that c(t) = HN(x). Let, for s > t,

 K,(x) = H., o c(t) .

 We will show that (d/dt)K,(x) - 0. Indeed, for r small,

 11 Kt -(x) -Kt(x) , I = -t o c(t + r) - H8t o c(t)
 = H rt o c(t + z) - H.8--t o .Hc(t)

 < -c(t ? z)- Hc(t) II
 But c(t + r) - H-c(t) = c(t + r) -c(t) + c(t)- Hrc(t). Thus

 _(Kt -()- Kt (x)) < M I-r-t (c(t + ) -c(t))- 1k(HN(c(t) -c(t))

 Each term converges, as z 0 to Y(c(t)).
 Hence (d/dt)Kt(x) = 0, so that H8_t o c(t) - H8(x). By continuity in t, let

 s t, to give c(t) = Ht(x) as required. q.e.d.
 It remains only to establish the claims concerning v 0 0. However, Fl -

 F, satisfies the above estimates (see Lemma 3) with t replaced by Vt. Thus
 the convergence to Ht is uniform in v, so for x C H8+20, the limits n A o, Em) 0
 can be interchanged. Since the Ht" are uniformly Lipschitz, convergence also
 holds for x C H". An examination of Lemma 3 also shows that the solution
 depends continuously on Y (or equivalently on G).

 Note Added in Proof. For the "correct" Navier-Stokes equations on a
 riemannian manifold, one should replace the laplacian by a*a where the oper-
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 162 EBIN AND MARSDEN

 ator a is defined as the Lie derivative ox( V) = Lvg, where g is the riemannian
 metric and a* is the adjoint of or. On divergence free vector fields

 a*a = A + 2 (Ric)

 where Ric is the Ricci curvature (R;) considered as a map Ric: TM-+ TM. If

 M is an Einstein manifold, i.e., Ric is a constant times the identity, then a*a

 maps the divergence free vector fields to itself and the previous results hold

 (see 15.5). If M is not Einstein then the Navier-Stokes equation in the form

 we are considering is not significant as the assumptions underlying its deriva-

 tion do not hold. See J. Serrin, Mathematical principles of classical fluid
 dynamics, Encyclopedia of Physics, vol. 13/1, Springer (1959). (Mathematical-

 ly one could still consider Pe(a*a) and the same results would hold, with a little

 modification of the argument.) See also [18, p. 193 ff.] where a different

 viscosity term is considered, and note that, as was mentioned in ?13, our

 arguments are not restricted to the case of linear viscosity terms (except that,

 of course, an analogue of 13.2 would be required).

 STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEw YORK, STONY BROOK.

 UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY
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